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Abbey Theatre and Cultural Life
mfm/PN/2602/D82A217

MICR has: Pt. 1: The W. A. Henderson Scrapbooks, 1899 - 1911 from the National Library of Ireland, Dublin (No. 1720, Ms. 1929 – 1936)

A short reel guide can be found at the beginning of the first reel.

Abolition and Emancipation
mfm/E/449/A14/1997


Pts. 2 & 3 Slavery collections from the Merseyside Maritime Museum, Liverpool.

Pt. 4 The Granville Sharp Papers from Gloucestershire Record Office.

Pt. 5 Papers from the Thomas Clarkson from the British Library, London.

Pt. 6 Papers of William Wilberforce, William Smith, Iveson Brookes, Francis Corbin and Related Records from the Rare Book, Manuscript and Special Collections Library, Duke University.

Guide available. The guide is also included at the beginning of each reel.

Abolitionist Periodicals
mfm/E/449/A35

A list of the items in the collection is in the UTCAT record.

Individual titles are also listed in the Newspapers and Periodicals guide.

mfm/E/744/A215/1980

Guide available

Subjects: United States -- Politics and government --1945 - 1953 -- Sources

Acta Eruditorum (1682 - 1731)
mfe/Z/A272

Followed by Nova Acta Eruditorum (1732 - 1776)
mfe/Z/A2723
Indexes for each year are included with the year on the fiche.

Subject: Books -- Reviews

**Acta Borussica, Denkmaler der preussischer Statsverwaltung in 18 Jahrhundert, see Die Behordenorganisation und die Allgemeine Staatsverwaltung Preussens in 18 Jahrhundert**

**Adler Special Manuscript Collection from the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America**

mfm/BM/A235/1981

Guide available

Subjects: Judaism -- Works to 1900 -- Manuscripts


Checklist

Items in these collections have been catalogued separately. Not all the items available in the collections have been purchased. The checklist which is located behind the Media Commons service desk has call numbers for the items which are available in the MICR collection.

**Agypten-Index: Bilddokumentation zur Kunst in (e)Agypten: Bildarchiv Foto Marburg der Philipps-Universitat**

mfe/N/5350/A32

Guide available

Subjects: Art – Egypt – Indexes

Egypt – Antiquities – Indexes

**Aids Research Archives: Observations on Social and Political Change, 1980 – 1990; From the Collection of the New York Public Library**

mfe/RC/607/A26A477/1994

Guide available

**Aiyar, P.S. Siva Swami. P.S. Siva Swami Aiyar Papers**

mfm/DS/475.2/A565A59

There is no index for this collection.

Subjects: Aiyar, P.S. Siva Swami
India – History – 19th century – Sources

mfm/F/A428
There is no index to this collection.

The Alinari Photo Archive: Being the Alinari, Anderson, and Brogi Photo Collections of Italian and Other Art and Architecture Reproduced on Microfiches
mfe/N/4025/A45A45/1988
Guide available
Guide is located in the 7th volume of the collection. UTCAT record has a rough list of each volume’s holdings.

mfe/TL/A547
Some indexes available from UTL Downsview: http://go.utlib.ca/cat/1082226
Some indexes (vol. 13-19, 22, 26) available in Microfiche holdings

American Medical Periodicals, 1797 – 1900
mfm/R/11/A56/1986
Guide available

American Missionary Association Archives: Canada
mfm/F/5004/A53/1988
There is no index to this collection

Mfm/BL/2350/U6A44
Guide available
Amherst, Jeffery Amherst, Sir, 1st Baron, 1717 – 1797. Sir Jeffery, 1st Baron Amherst, Official Papers [and Correspondence] 1740 - 1783
mfm/DA/A754

Guide available

Subjects: Canada -- History -- Sources
Great Britain -- Colonies -- America -- Administration

Amnesty International, 1, Country Dossiers
mfe/JC/A664/1975 - 79

Guide available. Items not listed in Media Commons Periodical guide
MICR also has a CD-ROM index - not mounted however - use paper index

The Anarchist Press in Britain
mfm/HX/885/A63/1979

Contents list is on the first reel. A list of contents and a reel guide is also available on the UTCAT record.
Guide available

Ancient Correspondence, 1175 - 1538: PRO Class SC 1
mfm/DA/170/A53/1985

Guide available

Subjects: Great Britain -- Public Record Office -- Catalogs
Great Britain -- History -- Tudors -- 1485 - 1603 -- Sources
Added Title: PRO Class SC 1, Ancient Correspondence, 1175 - 1538

Ancient Roman Architecture: Photographic Index on Microfiche
mfe/NA/310/F6

Introduction and Index are located at the front of the folder holding the fiche.

Andrew Jackson Papers, see Jackson, Andrew, 1767 - 1845

Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts in Microfiche Facsimile
mfe/DA/150/A75/1994

MICR has vol. 1 - 12
Vol. 26 elements contained on CD. Available at Media Commons service desk
Guides available (Vol. 1 - 12)

Anthony, Susan B. (Susan Brownell), 1820 – 1906, see Stanton, Elizabeth Cady, 1815 – 1902

Anti-slavery Propaganda in the Oberlin College Library
mfe/Z.1249/S6A58/1995
Guides available
One guide is arranged by author and the other by collection number.

Anti-Socialist Journals, 1874 - 1914 from the British Library Newspaper Library at Colindale
mfm/HD/8395/A53/1986
Guide available
Library has: Part 1 of Anti-Socialist Organisations in Britain.

Archives Coloniales (France). Manuscripts. Colonial Manuscripts. Series A
mfm/F/A732

Archives Coloniales (France). Manuscripts. Colonial Manuscripts. Colonies, Series B
mfm/F/A733
Guide available
Subjects: Canada -- History to 1763 (New France) -- Sources

Archive of the Fourth Russell Tribunal on the Rights of the Indians of the Americas
mfe/KG3574 R87 1985
Guide available
Subjects: Human Rights - Native peoples, Central and South America

Archives de la linguistique Francaise
Guide available
Individual items in this collection have been catalogued separately. The checklist lists the items in the collection and the call numbers by w
Archives of the Charity Organisation Society, 1869 - 1938
mfm/HV/48/A73/1983

MICR has Pt. 1: Journals

A list of contents is found in the UTCAT record. Individual items are also listed in the Newspapers and Periodicals guide.

Archives of the Destruction: A Photographic Record of the Holocaust from Yad Vashem, With Index
mfe/D/810/J4Y294/1981

Guide available

Archives of the Feltrinelli Institute of Milan
mfm/DG/568.5/A73/1977

MICR has: Pt. 1, Political Movements in Italy from 1900 to the fakk if Fascism.

List of contents of collection can be found on each reel. Items are also listed in the Newspapers and Periodicals guide.

mfe/JN/1129/L32A82/1985

Guide available

Items for this collection are found on pages 195 - 211 of the index.

Archives of the Wiener Library, London, see Testaments to the Holocaust

Archives of War Resisters' International, 1921 - 1974
mfe/JX/1952/A7827/1977

Printed guide was not received with the collection. A copy of the catalog is also available on the first fiche. The UTCAT record also contains a rough guide to contents.

Argentine Republic. Legacion (United States). Notes from the Argentine Legation in the United States to the Department of State [1811 - 1906]
mfm/F/2833.5/U5A74/1943
There is no index for this collection. A chronological guide can be found on the UTCAT record. Reel boxes are marked with dates.

**Arkhiv ‘l’Ugo-Zapadnoi Rossii; vydavaemyi Vremennno ‘l’u komissie ‘l’u dl’l’a rozbora drevnikh aktov vysochaishe uchrezhdenno ‘l’u pri Kievskom Voennom, Podol'skom i Volynskom General-gubernator ‘l’e**
Mfm/DK/A735/1859

An incomplete list of the contents is available on the UTCAT record.

Subjects: Ukraine – History – Sources
Ukraine – Church History – Sources

**Arkhiv Kniazia Vorontsova: Archives du prince Woronzow**
mfe/DK/A754

**Rospis'soroka Knigam Arkhiva Kniazia Vorontsova: Descriptive Index to the 40 Volume Set, Arkhiva Kniazia Vorontsova**
DK/127/A2R82/1978

Guide available

Subjects: Vorontsov family
Russia -- History -- 1689 - 1800 -- Sources
Russia -- History -- 19th Century -- Sources

**Aristocratic Women: The Social, Political and Cultural History of Rich and Powerful Women**
mfm/HT/653/G7A75/1994

MICR has: Pt. 1 Correspondence of Jemima, Marchioness Grey (1722 – 97) and her circle; Pt. 2 Correspondence and Diaries of Charlotte Georgiana, Lady Bedingfeld (Formerly Jerningham c1779 – 1833, together with the letters of Anna Seward, 1791 – 1804 and Lady Stafford, 1774 – 1837

Guides available

**Aristotle: Greek Commentators in Latin Translation**
mfe/B/A726/1982

Guide available
Armenian architecture: A Documented Photo-archival Collection on Microfiche for the Study of Armenian Architecture of Transcaucasia and the Near – and Middle-East, from the Medieval Periods Onwards
mfe/NA/1475/A75/1980
Introduction and guide located at beginning of the folder holding the microfiche

The Assassination of Russian Prime Minister Pyotr Stolypin, 1911: A Collection of Documents: Documents (Fond 2, Fond 183, Fond 189, Ford 864) from the holdings of the State Archive of Kiev Oblast, Kiev, Ukraine = Materialy po ubiistvu P. A. Stolypina v sent`i`abre 1911 goda: arkhivnye dokumenty.
mfm/DK254/S595A77
There is no guide to this collection

The Association of Workers of Revolutionary Cinematography (1923 – 1932)
Mfm/PN/1993.5/S65A77/1999
Guide available

Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance Archives, see Gay Rights Movement

Banks, Joseph, Sir, 1743 – 1820. The History of Science and Technology. Series two, the Papers of Sir Joseph Banks, 1743 – 1820
mfm/QH/31/B19B36/1998
Guide available
MICR has: Series 1, Pt. 1 Correspondence and papers relating to voyages of discover, 1740 – 1805, from the British Library, London;
Pt. 2 papers relating to voyages of discovery 1760 – 1800, from the British Library, London;
Pt. 3 Correspondence and papers relating to voyages of discovery, 1743 – 1853, from the British Library, London;
Pt. 4 Correspondence and papers relating to voyages of discovery, 1767 – 1819, from the State Library of New South Wales

B

Barbeau, Marius, 1883 – 1969. Barbeau Papers: [Northwest Coast Files]
mfe/E/99/T8B37/1988b
No index is included with the collection
Subjects: Canadian Museum of Civilization – Archives
Tsimshian Indians – Sources
Ethnology – Northwest Coast of North America – History – Sources

Die Behordenorganization und die Allgemeine Staatsverwaltung Preussens in 18 Jahrhundert
mfe/JN/B446
There is an index at the end of each volume in the fiche collection.
Subjects: Prussia – Politics and government – 1640 – 1740
Prussia – Politics and government – 1740 – 1789
Prussia – History – 1640 – 1740 – Sources
Prussia – History – Frederick II, the Great, 1740 – 1786 – Sources
Added Entry: Acta Borussica, Denkmaler der preussischer Staatsverwaltung in 18 Jahrhundert

Benaim Collection of the Jewish Theological Seminary. A Reel Guide to the Benaim Collection of Hebrew and Judeo-Arabic Manuscripts
mfm/BM/B457/1970Z
Guide available
Subjects: Judaism – Works to 1900 – Collected Works

Benyon, William. The Benyon Manuscript: The Literature, Myths and Traditions of the Tsimshian People
mfm/E/99/T8B49/1980
There is no paper index for this collection. There is, however, a guide to the collection on Reel 1.
Subjects: Tsimshian Indians – Folklore
Tsimshian Indians – History
Tsimshian Indians – Social life and customs
Tsimshian language – Texts

mfe/DD/852/B47/1991
Guide available
Berman, Harold Joseph, 1918 –. Collected Papers
mfe/K/B472
Index is in the first box housing collection
Subjects: Law – Soviet Union – Addresses, essays, lectures
Law – Communist countries – Addresses, essays, lectures

Bible Manuscripts of the Jewish Theological Seminary. A Reel Guide to Biblical Manuscripts
mfm/BS/B572
Guide available

Bibliofem. Using Bibliofem: A Joint Catalogue and Continuing Bibliography on Women
mfe/Z/B534/1978
Guide available

Biblioteca Cicognara
mfe/Z/2357/B53
Fiche 1 – 14 has listings of the Bibliotech Cicognara’s holdings as well as numbering system.
“Il Cicognara”, bibliografia dell’archeologia classica e dell’arte italiana
Z/2357/B65 GENR
Catalogo ragionato dei libri d’arte e d’antichita posseduti dal Conte Cicognara
Z/5939/C568/1821A
This index is in two volumes. t.1, c.1 is a numerical listing of the items. Index c.1 is an alphabetical listing. This index is not complete, new items, not listed, are being added to the collection.
Guide available

Bibliothek der deutschen Literatur: Microfiche-Gesamtausgabe nach den Angaben des Taschengoederke.
mfe/PT/110/B52/1990
Guide available

Bibliothek Stein
mfe/HD/8450/B53
Guide available
Subjects: Labor movement – Germany – History – Sources
Labor unions – Germany – History – Sources
Socialism – Germany – History – Sources
Stein, Max, 1871 – 1952

Bibliothèque nationale de France. Recueil de caricatures anglaises, historiques et politiques, xviii s.
mfm/NC/1473/B53/1989

There is no guide to this one-reel collection.

Bibliothèque nationale (France). Departement des estampes et de la photographie. Collection Michel Hennin. Inventaire de la collection d’estampes relative a l’histoire de France
mfm/NE/55/F7P33/1877

Inventaire de la collection d’estampes relatives a l’histoire de France l’eguee en 1863 a la Bibliothèque nationale par Michel Hennin, redige par Georges Duplessis
NE/55/F7/P33 MICR


Engravings – France – Paris – Catalogs

History in art – Catalogs

France – History – Pictorial works – Sources

Added Titles: Collection Michel Hennin

Bibliothèque nationale (France). Departement des estampes. Collection de Vinck. Un siecle d’histoire de france par l’estempe, 1770 – 1871: Collection formee et donnee aus Cabinet des Estampes pare Le Baron de Vinck

Guide available. Access is through picture number.

Subjects: Bibliotheque nationale (France). Departement des estampes et de la photographie.Collection de Vinck. – Catalogs

Engravings – France – Paris – Catalogs

History in art – Catalogs

France – History – Louis XVI, 1774 – 1793 – Pictorial works – Catalogs

France – History – 1789 – 1900 – Pictorial works – Catalogs
mfm/E/449/B625/1981
Guide available

Black Journals: Series 1/Greenwood Press
mfe/E/185.5/B54 and mfm/E/185.5/B54
List of items can be found on the UTCAT records. Please note that there is a separate UTCAT record for the mfe and the mfm collections. The holdings are also listed in the Newspapers and Periodicals guide.

Black Journals: Series 2
mfm/E/185.5/B55
Titles and reel numbers are listed in the UTCAT record and in the Newspapers and Periodicals guide.

mfm/E/185.8/B57/1985
Guide available

Boder, David Pablo. Topical autobiographies of displaced people recorded verbatim in displaced persons camps, with a psychological & anthropological analysis
mcd/D/808/B64
There is no index for this collection

Bodleian Library. British Literary Manuscripts from the Bodleian Library, Oxford
mfm/Z/6611/L7B64/1988
MICR has Series 1, pt.s 1 – 3 – Series 1 The English Renaissance, c1500 – 1700
Guide available

Boston Evening Transcript. Genealogical Dept. Genealogy Newspaper Columns
mcd/CS/69/B6
The index to this collection is: American Genealogical Index P HUS A ROBA.

Book and Manuscript Auction Catalogue, January 1938 – June 1968
mfm/Z/P385
There is no index for this collection

**Book Prospectuses in 1801 in the Gough Collection, Bodleian Library, Oxford**
mix/Z/325/B66/1980
Index is with the item

**Book Prospectuses Before 1801 in the John Johnson Collection: A Catalogue with Microfiches**
mfe/Z/921/O94/J657
Index is with the item

**Borden Papers, 1893 – 1937**
mfm/F/B674
Guide available
2 copies of index

**Bourassa, Henri. Articles Publies dans le Devoir de 1910 a 1932**
mfm/F/B686

**Papiers: Correspondance**
mfm/F/B687

Index: Bergevin, Andre

**Henri Bourassa: biographie, index des ecrits, index de la correspondance publique, 1895 – 1924**
F/5476/B68B4 ROBA
Guide available
Public Archives of Canada [1967]

**Boyle, Robert, 1627 – 1691. Letters and Papers of Robert Boyle: from the Archives of the Royal Society**
mfm/Q/143/B77A4 1990
Guide available

**British and Continental Rhetoric and Elocution**
mfm/PN/U548
Guide available
2 copies of index

Subjects: Rhetoric – Early works to 1800
Elocution – 1500 – 1800

**British Headquarters (Sir Guy Carleton) Papers, 1747-(1777)-1783**
mfm/E/B758

The first reel has a 4-volume calendar which lists all the entries included in the collection by date.

Document index search available through Library & Archives Canada

Subjects: United States – History – Revolution – Sources

[Carleton, Sir Guy,]

Added Entry: Dorchester, Guy Carleton, 1st Baron, 1724 - 1808

**British Museum. Dept. of Printed Books. Risorgimento Collection: Full Texts of Rare Historical and Political Materials Relating to the Unification of Italy**
mfe/z/2359/B75/1992

Guide available

Subjects: Italy – History – 1815 – 1870 – Bibliography – Catalogs

**Broughton, John Cam Hobhouse, Baron, 1786 – 1869. The Papers of John Cam Hobhouse, 1786 – 1869: from the British Library, London.**
mfm/DA/536/B75A3/1987

Guide available

**The Bureau of Social Hygiene Project and Research Files: A Collection of the Rockefeller Archive Center of the Rockefeller University**
mfm/HV/99/N6B853/1980

Guide available

**The Burney Collection of Early English Newspapers, see Early English Newspapers guide**

**Business History, 1916-1975**
mfe/HF/3000/B87/2006

Guide available
Reproduces 50 serial publications providing economic, industrial and commercial data relating to most of the major industries representing the American economy during the 20th century.

_Bute Broadsides in the Houghton Library, Harvard University. Guide and Index to the Microfilm Collection_  
mfm/Z/1231/B7A46/1981

Guide available

Subjects: Bute, John Patrick Crichton – Stuart, Marquess of, 1847 – 1900 – Bibliography -- Catalogs
Houghton Library – Catalogs
Broadsides – Great Britain – Bibliography – Catalogs
Note: Collection contains copies of the broadsides

_Butler Plantation Papers: The Papers of Pierce Butler (1744 – 1822) and successors from the Historical Society of Pennsylvania_  
Mfm/F/290/B96B95/1996

Guide to reel contents on reel 1

_Butler, William Elliott, 1939 –. Collected Papers_  
mfe/K/B874

Index is with the collection

Subjects: International law – Addresses, essays, lectures
Comparative law – Addresses, essays, lectures
Law – Soviet Union – Addresses, essays, lectures
Law and socialism – Addresses, essays, lectures

_C_  

_California. Governor's Commission on the Los Angeles Riots. Transcripts, Depositions, Consultants Reports, and Selected Documents_  
mfm/F/C345

No index available
Cambridge University Library. British Literary Manuscripts
from Cambridge University Library
mfm/Z/6611/L7C35

MICR has Series 1, pt. 1-3 The Medieval Age; Series 2, Pt. 1-2 The English Renaissance

Guide available

Campaign for Women’s Suffrage, 1895 – 1920: Papers of the International Women Suffrage Alliance, the National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies, the Parliamentary Committee for Women’s Suffrage and the Manchester Men’s League for Women’s Suffrage from the John Rylands University Library, Manchester
mfm/JN/9771/C37/1990

Guide available

Canada. Royal Commission on National Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences. [All Unpublished proceedings, briefs, and records]
mfm/AZ/C363

There is an alphabetical list at the beginning of reel 1.
Added author: Massey, Vincent, 1887 – 1967

Canadian Medical Journals, 1826 – 1910
mfe/R/C353/1982

Guide available - call number Z6661/C2R6. All the items are listed in the Science Journals guide. Printed copy available

mfe/JA/C353

Guide available

Canadian Social Action Documents 1976: Based on Project Information Exchange/Echange – Renseignements 1976
mfe/HN/C345

Index: Canadian Council on Social Development

Project Information Exchange. Releve des travaux des conseils
Z/7165/C2/C25 ROBA
Guide available

**Canadian Urban Sources, Sources urbaines Canadiennes**
mfe/HT/C353/1973

Guide available
Cities and towns – Planning – Canada - Collected works

**Canadiana in the Toronto Public Library: Items Relating to the Early History and Development of Canada, 1565 – 1870**
mfe/F/C363

Index: Toronto Public Library

*A Bibliography of Canadiana; Being Items in the Public Library of Toronto, Canada, Relating to the Early History and Development of Canada*

Z/1365/T64 GENR

Toronto. Public Library

*A Bibliography of Canadiana, First Supplement; Being Items in the Public Library of Toronto, Canada, Relating to the Early History and Development of Canada*

Z/1365/T64 GENR

Guide available
Subjects: Books on microfilm
Note: Collection contains 125 titles from Group One.

**Caricatures**
mfm/NC/1495/C36

A list of contents can be found in the UTCAT record.
Subjects: Caricatures and cartoons – France

**Carpenter, William, 1797 – 1874. Political Letters and Pamphlets, nos. 1 – 34, 1830 – 1831**
mfe/HX/243/C426/1970

There is no index for this collection
Subjects: Industrial revolution – Great Britain
Socialism – Great Britain – History
The Carter Family Papers, 1659 – 1797 in the Sabine Hall Collection
mfm/Z/C377

Guide to the Microfilm Edition of the Carter Family Papers, 1659 – 1797 in the Sabine Hall Collection
Z/5315/C3/H6
Guide available

Caturvedi, Banarsidasa. Benarsi Das Chaturvedi Papers
mfm/PN/5376/C37A2/1979
There is no index for this collection. Part 1 is the C.F. Andrews Papers
Subjects: India – Politics and government – 20th Century

Causes celebres, curieuses et interessantes, de toutes les cours souvraines du royaume: avec les jugemens que les ont decidees.
mfm/HV/6211/C38/1773 and mfm/HV/6211/C38/1778
There is no guide for this collection.
Subjects: Crime and criminals – France – 17th century
Crime and criminals – France – 18th century
Trials – France – 18th century

Challenger Expedition, 1872 – 1876. Report on the Scientific Results of the Voyage of H.M.S. Challenger during the years 1873 – 76 under the command of Captain George S. Nares and the late Captain Frank Tourle Thomson. Prepared und the superintendence of the late Sir C. Wyvill Thomson… and now of John Murray
mfe/Q/C45
There is no guide to this collection.

Chancellor Metternich and His Time: The State Archives, Prague, The Family Archives of the Metternichs, Acta Clementtina 8, so-called Memoranda
The collection is on CD-ROM. It has not been catalogued.
There is no guide to this collection

Champlain Society, Toronto. Publications
mfe/F/5004/C45
List of contents can be found on UTCAT record under the call number listing items in the Stacks collection.

**Charles Freer Andrews Papers, see Caturvedi, Banarasidasa. Benarsi Das Chaturvedi Papers**

**Chaucer, Geoffrey, d. 1400. Chaucer Manuscripts, Manly Collection [in] University of Chicago Libraries**
mfm/PR/C538

There is no guide to this collection.

**Chetham Society, Manchester, Eng. Remains, Historical and Literary, Connected with the Palatine Counties of Lancaster and Chester**
mfe/DA/670/L19C5

MICR has volumes 1 – 116

Indexes for Vol. 1 -114 are available in Robarts stacks under the same call no.

mfe/E/183.8/C5C395/1999

Guide available

**China Internal Affairs, 1930 – 1939, see Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files**

**China Internal Affairs, 1940 – 1944 see, Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files**

**Chinese Military Studies and Materials in English Translation: Prepared under the Auspices of the Office of the Chief of Military History, Dept. of the Army**
mfm/DS/738/C554/1974

Guide available

**Chronicles and Documents of Medieval England, c1150 – c1500 from Cambridge University Library**
mfm/DA/26/C57/1986
MICR has PTs 1 and 2
Guide available

Church Missionary Society. Church Missionary Society Archive. Section V, Missions to the Americas
mfm/BV/2500/C47/1999
MICR has Section 5, Pt. 1 – 4
Guide available

Church Missionary Society Archive. Section IV, Africa Missions
Mfm/BV/2500/C46/1997
MICR has: Parts 1 – 6; Parts 8 – 13; Part 20; Parts 22 – 23.
A general listing is found in the UITCAT record.
Guide available

CIHM Microfiche Series (Annual Publications) = ICMH collection de microfiches
mfe/AP/5/C54/1987
Items can be located through the main fiche index – Canada, The Printed Record. A Bibliographic Register...

CIHM/ICHM Microfiche Series: CIHM/ICMH collection de microfiches. Canada, The Printed Record. A Bibliographic Register with Indexes to the Microfiche Series of the Canadian Institute for Historical Microreproductions
mfe/Z/C255
Guide available. The monographs are now listed in UTCAT, but the Annuals are not. For the Annuals, consult the index located at the Media Commons service desk.

CIHM Microfiche Series (periodicals) ICMH collection de microfiches (periodiques).
Catalogue of Periodicals in CIHM’s Microfiche Collection (as of June 1991)
mfe/AP/5/C57/1989
Guide available
For additional information regarding CIHM collections, consult the Early Canadiana Online website

Cinema Pressbooks from the Original Studio Collection
Printed guide available or here: http://microformguides.gale.com/Data/Download/3176000C.pdf

Civil Disturbance, Chartism and Riots in the Nineteenth Century England: Disturbance Papers Selected from PRO Class HO 45
mfm/HD/8396/C58/1982
Guide available

Clare, John, 1793 – 1864. John Clare Collection in Peterborough Museum and Art Gallery
mfm/PR/C575/1980
Each reel has its own list of contents at the beginning. A full list of items can be retrieved from:
A Descriptive Catalogue of the John Clare Collection in Peterborough Museum and Art Gallery
Z/8172/P48/1973
Guide available

Clare, John, 1793 – 1864. John Clare Manuscripts from Northampton Central Library
Index
mfm/PR/C578
Also: Catalogue of the John Clare Collection in the Northampton Public Library
Z/8172/N67
Guide available

Collection Adrien Arcand
mfm/JL/C655
Guide available
Subjects: Parti de l’unite nationale Canada
Canada – Politics and government – 20th Century

Collection de pieces sur les beaux-arts (1673 – 1808) dites Collection Deloynes
mfe/N/C644/1980z (Call number of collection)
Catalogue de la collection de pieces sur les beaux-arts, imprimees et manuscripts
Z/5939/P3
Guide available
Collection Hennin or Collection Michel Hennin, see Bibliotheque nationale (France), Departement des estampes et de la photographie. Collection Michel Hennin. Inventaire de la collection d'estampes relatives a l'histoire de France

College Catalog Collection. Microfiche College Catalog Collection. College Listing by State and Name
mfe/L/C644

Guide available

Colonial Discourses
mfm/Z/6011/C65/1998

Library has: Series 1: Women, travel & Empire, 1660 – 1915. Pt. 1: Early travel accounts by women, and women's experiences in India, Africa, Australia and Canada; Pt.'s 2 & 3 Women and the Orient; Pt. 4 Women, the Americas and world travel

Guides for Pt. 1 available. The guides for Pt.’s 2 – 4 have not been published. There is a listing of the set's contents at the beginning of each reel.

Committee of Fifteen (New York, N.Y.: 1900). Committee of Fifteen Records, 1900 – 1901
mfm/HN/80/N5C65/1984


mfm/E/183.8/C5C67/1987

Guide available

The Complete State Papers Regencies, 1716 -1755: PRO Class SP43
mfm/DA/498/C66/1985

Guide available

Subjects: George I, King of Great Britain, 1660 – 1727 – Correspondence
George II, King of Great Britain, 1683 – 1760 – Correspondence
Stanhope, James Stanhope, Earl, 1673 – 1721 – Correspondence
Townshend, Charles Townshend, Viscount, 1674 - 1738 –Correspondence
Granville, John Carteret, Earl, 1690 – 1763 – Correspondence
Walpole, Horatio Walpole, Baron, 1678 – 1757 – Correspondence
La Condition ouvrière. The Condition of the 19th Century French Working Class
Checklist
Individual items in this collection have been catalogued separately. The checklist lists the items in the
collection and the call numbers by which the items can be accessed.

Conditions and Politics in Occupied Western Europe, 1940 – 1945: Selected from PRO
Class FO371
mfm/D/802/E9C65/1984
Guide available
Great Britain – Foreign Office – Archives

Confidential British Foreign Office Political Correspondence: China, 1906 – 1908
mfm/DA/47.9/C6C66/1994
Guide available

Confidential British Foreign Office Political Correspondence: Germany, 1906 – 1925
mfm/DA/47.9/G4C66/1995
MICR has Series 1, 1906 – 1925, Pt. 1: 1906 – 1919
Guide available

Confidential British Foreign Office Political Correspondence. Palestine, 1947 – 1948
mfm/DA/47.9/P19C66/1994
Guide not rec’d by MICR

Confidential British Foreign Office Political Correspondence. Palestine and Transjordan,
1940 – 1946
mfm/DS/126.3/C66/1995
Guide available

Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files: China Internal Affairs, 1930 – 1939
mfm/DS/777.47/C66/1984
Guide available
Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files: China Internal Affairs, 1940 – 1944
mfm/DS/775.7/C65/1984
Guide available

Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files: Great Britain: Foreign Affairs, 1930 – 1939
mfm/DA/578/C664/1985
Guide available

Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files: Great Britain: Foreign Affairs, 1940 – 1944
mfm/DA/587/C664/1985
Guide available

Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files: Great Britain: Foreign Affairs, 1945 – 1949
mfm/DA/588/C6464/1985
Guide available

Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files: Great Britain: Internal Affairs, 1930 – 1939. Part I: Political Governmental, and National Defense Affairs
mfm.DA/578/C665/1985
Guide available

Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files: Great Britain: Internal Affairs, 1930 – 1939. Part II: Social, Economic, Industrial, Communications, Transportation, and Science
mfm/DA/578/C665/1985
Guide available

Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files: Great Britain: Internal Affairs, 1940 – 1944. Part I: Political, Governmental, and National Defense Affairs, Decimal Number 841.0 – 841.3
mfm/DA/587/C665/1985
Guide available
Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files: Great Britain: Internal Affairs, 1940 – 1944. Part II: Social, Economic, Industrial, Communication, Transportation, and Science
mfm/DA/587/C665/1985
Guide available

mfm/DA/588/C6465/1985
Guide available

Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files: India: Foreign Affairs, 1945 – 1949. Decimal Numbers 745 and 711.45
mfm/DS/480.83/C65/1986
Guide available

Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files: Iran, 1945 - 1949: internal and foreign affairs
mfm/DS/316.23/C664
Guide available

Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files: Iran, 1950 - 1954: internal and foreign affairs
mfm/DS/316.6/C56
Guide available

Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files: Iran, 1955 - 1959: internal and foreign affairs
mfm/DS/316/C665
Guide available

Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files: Iran, 1960 - Jan. 1963: internal and foreign affairs
mfm/DS/316.23/C666
Guide available
Cornell University Collection, Women’s Rights Pamphlets, 1814 – 1912.
Cornell University Collection: Contents Guide
mfe/HQ/1236/C77.1984
Guide available

Council Minutes, 1660 – 1800
mfm/Q/41/L86C68
Guide is filed under the call no. mfm/Q/41/L86J68/1985
Royal Society (Great Britain) – History -- Sources

Coyajee, J. C. Jehangir Cooverjee Coyajee Collection
mfm/DS/481/C59A2/1982
There is no index for this collection.
India – Politics and Government – 20th Century

Crime, Poverty, and Police in England, 1660 – 1800: A Selection of Pamphlets from the
British Library
mfm/HV/4086/A5C75/1988
Guide available

The Cuban Missile Crisis, 1962. Guide and Index
mfe/E/841/C84/1990
Guide available

D

Daly, Augustin, 1838 – 1899. Correspondence of Augustine Daly and Joseph F. Daly,
and Documents Serving for Memoirs, 1858 – 1899
mfm/PN/D257
Collection is organized by date. It is not indexed
Daly’s Theatre, New York

Daly, Augustin, 1838 – 1899. Theatre Scrapbooks, 1863 – 1899
mfm/PN/D259
Collection not indexed

Daly’s Theatre, New York

Daly Theatre Collection of Programs, New York, 1879 – 1899
mfm/PR/D258
Collection not indexed

Daly’s Theatre, New York. Daly’s Theatre Bill of Play; 1879 – 1892, 1896 – 97
mfm/PR/D263
Collection not indexed

Dead Sea Scrolls. The Allegro Qumran Photograph Collection. The Allegro Qumran Collection: Supplement to The Dead Sea Scrolls on Microfiche, Introduction and Catalogue
mfe/BM/487/A05/1993/Suppl.
Collection and the index can be found in binder housing the Dead Sea Scrolls on Microfiche.

mfe/BM/487/A05/1993
The companion volume and inventory list are located in the collection binder.

Defoe, Daniel. Writings of Daniel Defoe
mfm/PR/D446
A Checklist of the Writings of Daniel Defoe. 2nd ed.
Z/8221/M6?1971
Guide available

Departmental Records of the Central Committee of the Communist Party: Materialy otdelov ēTisentralSnogo komiteta Kommunisticheskogo Partii from the holdings of the Russian State Archive of Contemporary History
Mfm/JN/6598/A1D46/2003
Guide available. There is a rough guide to the contents in the UTCAT record.
Identified as: Russian Archives (Rgani) Part 1 on the trays.
Mfm/JN/6598/K7D46/2003

Guide available
Identified as Russian Archives (Rgani) Part 2 on the trays.

Deutscher Bund (1815 – 1866), Bundesversammlung. *Protokolle der deutschen Bundesversammlung, nebst den loco Dictturae gedruckten beilagen, vom jahre, 1816 – 66
mdc/J/351/H2/1816

*Alphabetisches Hauptrregister über die Protokolle der Deutschen Bundesversammlung, Erste Fortsetzung, die Verhandlungen von Jahr 1837 bis zum Schlusse des Jahrs 1846 Enthaltend

*Alphabetisches Hauptrregister über die Verhandlungen der Deutschen bundesversammlung, von 1 October 1816 zum Schlusse des Jahrs 1836

*Indexes are missing.

Devon and Cornwall Record Society. The Publications of the Devon and Cornwall Record Society
mfe/DA/670/D49D42/1906

Dictionary of American Hymnology: First Line Index: A Project of the Hymn Society of America
mfm/ML/102/H95E55/1984

Guide available

Diplomatæarium Norvegicum. Diplomatæarium Norvegicum: Oddbreve til kundskab om Norges indre og ydre forholde, sprog, sloghte lovgivning og rettergard i middelalderen...
mfe/DL/403/D56/1847

Library has: vol. 1 – 20. Vol. 21 on is available in Robarts under the call no. DL/402/D56/1970

A partial listing of contents can be found on the UTCAT record. Check volumes for indexes at the end of each volume.
Diplomatic Instructions of the Department of State, 1801 – 1906, Korea
Mfm/E/183.8/K6D587/1946

There is no guide to this collection

Discontent and Authority in England, 1820 – 1840: Public Record Office Class HO 64, Boxes 1 – 19 (Rewards, Pardons and Secret Service, 1820 – 1840)
mfm/HV/6295/G7D57/1982

Guide available

Dissent in Poland: publications and manuscripts from the KARTA Center Foundation Archives in Warsaw, Poland
mfm/JC/599/P6D55/2005

Guide available

Do You Need a Bag? 300 Microphotographs of Plastic Shopping Bags from Toronto Households
mfm/NK/8643.3/D62

Guide available

Dokumentation zur jeudischen Kultur in Deutschland, 1840 – 1940: die Zeitungsausschnittsammlung Steininger, Abt. II, Musiker
mfe/DS/135/G3D642/1995

Indexes are located with the fiche.

Dokumentation zur jeudischen Kultur in Deutschland, 1840 – 1940: die Zeitungsausschnittsammlung Steininger, Abt. III, Schriftsteller
mfe/DS/135/G3D643/1998

Indexes are located with the fiche.

Dokumentation zur jeudischen Kultur in Deutschland, 1840 – 1940: die Zeitungsausschnittsammlung Steininger, Abt. IV, Publizisten und Geisteswissenschaftler
mfe/DS/135/G3D643/1998

Indexes are located with the fiche.
Dokumenty po delu Be’ilisa = the Beilis case papers
mfm/BM/585.2/B44D64

There is no guide for this collection
Subjects: Beilis, Mendel’ 1874 – 1934 – Trials, litigation, etc.

Dorchester, Guy Carleton, 1st Baron, 1724 – 1808, see British Headquarters (Sir Guy Carleton Papers) Papers, 1747 – 1783

mfm/PN/1620/A1D73/1989

Guide available

The Dreyfus Affair: In the Making of Modern France: Rare Books and Pamphlets from the Dreyfus Collection of the Harvard College Library
mfm/DC/354/D89/1996

Temporary guide to the first 30 reels is available. The guide to the remainder was never received.
Subjects: Dreyfus, Alfred, 1859 – 1935
Antisemitism – France

Drury Lane under Sheridan, 1776-1812: manuscripts, plays and managerial correspondence from the British Library, London
mfm/PR/3683/D78/1985

Guide available


mfm/E/835/D85A4/1986

Guide available
mfm/E/835/D85A4/1986b
Guide available

Dunn, Ethel. The Molokan Heritage Collection
mix/BX/8530/M6M648/1983
MICR has: v.1, v.4

E

Early American Imprints First Series, (Evans), 1639 – 1800
mfe/PS/530/E27
National Index of American Imprints through 1800: The Short-title Evans
Z/1215/E97
Guide available

Early American Imprints, Second Series, (Shaw – Shoemaker), 1801 – 1819
mpt/AC/E2742
Shaw, Ralph R.
Note: this collection stored at UTL Downsview.
American Bibliography; A Preliminary Checklist for 1801 – 1819.
Z/1215/S48 GENR

Early American Medical Imprints, 1668 – 1820: Based on the Robert B. Austin
Bibliography of the same title
mfm/R/128.7/E48/1973
Guide available

The Early and Central Middle Ages, c. 650 – c. 1200 A.D.: The Manuscript Record:
Manuscript Records from Cambridge University Library
mfm/PR/1502/E37/1986
Guide available
Early English Books, 1475 – 1640
mfm/PR/U548
A complete record of the holdings is available online: https://search.proquest.com/eebo

Z/2002/P77/1986

Early English Books, 1641 – 1700
mfm/PR/U549
A complete record of the holdings is available online: https://search.proquest.com/eebo

A Short-title Catalogue of Books printed in England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales and British America and of Other English Books Printed in Other Countries, 1641 – 1700
Z/2002/W5

Accessing Early English Books, 1641 – 1700. A Cumulative Index to Units 1 -32 of the Microfilm Collection. Subject Index

Subject index to first 995 reels. The collection has grown considerably beyond this. This range, however, includes Thomason Tract reels.

Early English Books: Tract Supplement

There is a temporary guide for this collection. The best record of the holdings is available online: https://search.proquest.com/eebo

Subjects: English literature – Early modern, 1500 – 1700

Early English Newspapers
mfm/AN/E274

Complete index which describe titles, dates and detailed reel numbers available via Early English Newspapers guide. Printed guide available at Media Commons service desk.

Early Toronto Newspapers, 1793 – 1897
mfm/Z/6954/C2F4

Not a collection, but the booklet lists and describes many newspapers found in MICR newspaper collection. For call numbers and dates of newspapers available in MICR consult the Newspapers and Periodicals guide or at the Media Commons service desk.
mfm/HC/257/I6E39/1990

There is no index for this collection. A list of the items included can be found in the UTCAT records. Individual items are also listed in the Newspapers and Periodicals guide.

The Eighteenth Century
mfm/DA/485/E54/1982

Items in this collection can be searched through the English Short Title Catalogue (ESTC) available through UTL catalogue Electronic Resources.
Cumulative paper indexes available.

Eighteenth Century English Provincial Newspapers
mfm/AN/E53

Guide available
A listing of titles in each series can also be found in the UTCAT record.

Eighteenth Century Journals from the Hope Collection at the Bodleian Library, Oxford
mfm/Z/792/B65E54/2000

Individual titles can be found in the printed Newspaper and Periodicals guide. They are also listed in the catalogue record.
Guide available

Eighteenth Century Russian Publications on Microfilm
mfm/AC/E544

A partial index available.

Eighteenth Century Sources for the Study of English Literature and Culture
mfm/PR/E344

mfe/F/1486.3/U6E5/1989

Guide available
Encyclopedia Artica, see Microfilm Edition of Encyclopedia Arctica

England and Wales. Court of Star Chamber. Star Chamber and English Society in the Reign of James I. A Subject Selection from Star Chamber Proceedings (PRO CLASS STAC 8)
mfm/KD/8253/E54/1980
Guide available

English Clandestine Satire, 1660 – 1704
Mfm/PR/1131/E54 2006
Listing/Guide available

English and American Drama of the Nineteenth Century. An Index and Finding Guide
mfe/PR/N5362
Also: Nineteenth Century English and American Plays: Cumulative Checklist
mfe/PR/N5362
Guide available

English Legal Manuscript Project: Reports, Post - 1700
mfe/KD/E584
MICR has only a part – (Order no. BH – 1778 – Section IV: Eighteenth-Century “Long” Notebooks) of this collection.

Of that part, MICR has the following items: MS 54, 89, 92,97,110, 115,117 vol. 1 & 2, 122, 124, 134, 141, 144, 151, 153, 154, 155, 157,162, 165, 169, 171 b & c, 4043.

A checklist with a brief description of the items available
Notes: "Harvard Law School Ms."

The English Stage After the Reformation Archives of the 18th and 19th Century British Theatres Royal from the British Library, London
mfm/PN/1611/E54/1985
Reel 1 contains a Reel/Manuscript List of the Addition Mss. The volume descriptions from the catalogues of the Additional Mss. are reproduced on each reel.

Reel 17 contains a Reel/Manuscript list of the Egerton Mss. The volume descriptions from the catalogues of the Egerton Mss. are reproduced on each reel.
mfm/Z/E753
Guide available

European Music Manuscripts. Series Three: from the Biblioteca Da Paco Ducal
de Vila Vicosa. Unit 1: Music from the Royal Theatres. Unit 2: Sacred, Liturgical and
Unbound music
Mfm/ML/136/V65M87 2004
Guide available

European Women’s Periodicals: Rare and Important Titles from the International
Instituut voor Sociale Geschiedenis and the Internationaal Informatiencentrum en
Archief voor de Vrouwenbeweging in Amsterdam
mfm/PN/4700/E87/1991
Guide available
There is also a rough listing of the contents in the UTCAT record.

Les Evenements de mai 1968: les hebdomadaires
mfm/DC/412/E84
There is no printed guide to the collection. The items included are:
Reel 1: Aspects de la France; L'Express
Reel 2: Le Figaro, selection hebdomadaire; L'Humanite-dimanche; Minute
Reel 3: Le Monde, selection hebdomadaire; Le Nouvel-Observateur
Reel 4: Reforme; Temoignage chretien; La Tribune socialiste
Subjects: College students -- France -- Political activity
Riots -- France -- Paris

Evreæiskie pogromy na Ukraine, 1918 – 1921 g.g.: Dokumenty Kievskoæi komissii
pomoshchi postradavshim ot pogromov: Jewish pogroms in Ukraine, 1918 – 1921:
Documents of Kiev District Commission for relief to victims of pogroms
There is no guide to this collection.
Feilberg, H. F. (Henning Frederick). Folklore indeks
mfe/PD/3826/F24/1992

Guide available


Files of Evidence Connected with the Assassination of President John F. Kennedy
mfm/E/F554

Index of contents is located on the first reel.

A limited list of contents is also available in the note section of the catalog record in UTCAT.

Fine and Decorative Art in France. Antiquities
mfe/N/6841/C35/1984

Guide available

Finnish-Canadian Play and Operetta Manuscript Collection on Microfiche
mfe/PH/F556

Guide available

The First World War: A Documentary Record
mfm/D/505/F57/1991

MICR has Series 1 - European war, 1914 - 1919, the War Reserve Collection (WRA-WRE) from Cambridge University Library. PT 2 - Trench Journals, Personal Narratives and Reminiscences. PT 3 - Allied propaganda. Pt. 4 - German Propaganda

Guide available

Flyers: Six Months of Toronto Junk Mail
mfm/HF/5861/F59

There is no index to this collection.

Folger Shakespeare Library

Guide available
MICR has Parts 1 and 2

Four Centuries of Spanish Drama, 1600 - 1900
mcd/PQ/6217/F6
A partial index - A Bibliography of Spanish Plays on Microcards is available
Z/2694/D7T48

Fox, George Townshend, 1810 – 1886. American Journals, 1831 - 1868
mfm/E/F682
Collection is not indexed

French and Indian War Orderly Books at the Massachusetts Historical Society
mfm/E/199/F73/1993
Guide available

French Revolutionary Pamphlets on Microcards, 1700 -
mcd/DC/141/F7
A Bibliography of French Revolutionary Pamphlets on Microfiche
Z/2178/T5
Guide available

The Freya Stark Photograph Collection
mfe/DS/49/F72
Guide available

From the Reformation to the Puritan Revolution: Papers of the York Court of High
Commission, c1560 - 1641, from the Bosthwick Institute for Historical Research,
University of York. A Listing and Guide to the Research Publications Microfilm
Collection
mfm/DA/370/F76/1988
Guide available
Garnier, Charles Georges Thomas, 1746 – 1795. Voyages imaginaires, songes, visions et romans cabalistiques
mfe/PN/6071/V69G37/1787a

Guide available

There is also a list of contents in the note section of http://go.utlib.ca/cat/3130452

Gay activism in Britain from 1958, see Gay Rights Movement

Mfm/HQ/76.8/U5M377

Gay Rights Movement: Series 2: Gay Activists Alliance; from the International Gay Information Center, New York Public Library
Mfm/HQ/75.12/G39

Mfm/RA/643.84/N7A258
Printed guide available

Mfm/HQ/75/N38 2001
Printed guide available

Gay Rights Movement: Series 5: Gay activism in Britain from 1958: The Hall-Carpenter Archives
Mfm/HQ/76.8/G7G38 2002
Printed guide available
Mfm/HQ/76.8/U6A85
Printed guide available
Online guides available:
Pt 4: http://microformguides.gale.com/BrowseGuide.asp?colldocid=3313000&Page=1

Gay Rights Movement: Series 7: Lesbian Herstory Archives / Subject files
Mfm/HQ75.6/U5L38 2004
Printed guide available

Gay Rights Movement: Series 8: Gay and Lesbian Politics and Social Activism:
Selected periodicals and newsletters from the holdings of the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Transgender History Society
Mfm/HQ/76.89/N7S45 2002
Printed guide available

Gay Rights Movement: Series 9: Gay and Lesbian Community, Support, and Spirit:
Selected newsletters and periodicals from the holdings of the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Transgender History Society
Mfm/HQ/76.5/S45 2005
Printed guide available

Gay Rights Movement: Series 10: Lesbian Herstory Archives Newsletter collection
Mfm/HQ/75.6/U5L378 2006
Printed guide available

Gay Rights Movement: Series 11: International Gay and Lesbian Newsletters from the Canadian Gay and Lesbian Archives
Mfm/HQ/76.25/I583 2006
Gay Rights Movement: Series 12: LGBTQ newspapers and periodicals collection from the Lesbian Herstory Archives
Mfm/HQ/75/L43 2013
Printed guide available

Gayot de Pitaval, Francois. Causes celebres, curieuses et interessantes avec les jugemens que le ont decidees
There is no guide for these collections.
Subjects: Crime and criminals -- France -- 17th century
Crime and criminals -- France -- 18th century
Trials -- France -- 18th century

La Gazette de l'Hotel Drouot
mfm/N/8610/G394
There is no guide for this collection.
Subjects: Art – Periodicals
Art Auctions – France – Periodicals

Gemeentemuseum, Den Haag. Dance Collection. Handlist of the Dance Collection
mfe/GV/D363/1982
Guide available
Subjects: Dance

General Administrative Reports
Mfm/DA/479/G45/1975
There is no index for this collection.
Subjects: India – Politics and government – 19th century
India – Politics and government – 20th century
German and Austrian Drama. Index
mfm/PT/G465/1984

German and Austrian Drama: Guide to the Microfilm Collection
PT/1265/G44/1985
Guide available
Subjects: Austrian drama -- 18th century
Operas -- librettos
Italian drama -- 18th century
French drama -- 18th century
German drama -- 18th century
Germany -- Imprints
Austria -- Imprints

German Baroque Literature: Harold Jantz Collection. 1) Reel Index to the Microfilm Edition Harold Jantz Collection of German Baroque Literature. 2) Bibliography
mfm/PT/J357

German Baroque Literature: A Descriptive Catalogue of the Collection of Harold Jantz and a Guide to the Collection on Microfilm
Z/7040/G47
Guide available with the exception of the Bibliography which is on film and is stored in the stacks.
Subjects: German literature -- Early modern (to 1700)

German Baroque Literature, Yale University Library Collection
mfm/PT/Y3

Bibliography - Index to the Microfilm Edition of the Yale University Library Collection of German Baroque Literature
Z/2231/Y28
Guide available
Subjects: German literature -- Early modern (to 1700)

German Drama on Microcards, 1700 - [1900]
mdc/PT/1251/G4

A Bibliography of German Plays on Microcards
Z/2234/D7B55
Guide available

Subjects: German drama (Collections)

**German-Jewish Periodicals from the Leo Baeck Institute in New York**
mfm/DS/135/G3G37

No printed index for collection rec’d. Collection holdings are listed in UTCAT record with reel numbers. Individual items are also listed in the Periodicals in the Microtext Library Guide.

**Germany. Reichstag. Verhandlungen des Reichstags**
mcd/J/351/H2

Indexes are with the collection. A good index is at the end of the Wahlperiode, 1924

Subjects: Germany -- Politics and government -- 1871-

mfe/J/351/H3

A rough guide is available. See also microcard index above.

Subjects: Germany – Politics and government – 1866 – 1870

Germany – Politics and government – 1871 – 1918

Germany – Politics and government – 1918 – 1933

Norddeutscher Bund (1866 – 1870)

Legislative bodies -- Germany

mfe/HC/282.5/A2G47/1988

Guide available

mfm/HX/843.7/G65E43/1990

Guide available

A guide is also located on the first reel.
Goldwin Smith Papers, see Smith, Goldwin

Gordon, Robert Winslow. Manuscript Collections of American Folksong Texts: including "Adventure" correspondence, North Varolina and California song texts, and several miscellaneous collections
mfm/PS/477/G67/1977

A finding aid is on Reel 1

mfm/DT/3/G74/1979

Guide available

Great Britain: Foreign Affairs, 1930 – 1939, see Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files

Great Britain: Foreign Affairs, 1940 – 1944, see Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files

Great Britain: Foreign Affairs, 1945 – 1949, see Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files

Great Britain. Foreign Office. Confidential Prints on China and the Far East, 1848 - 1922
mfm/DS/G743

Foreign Office Confidential Papers Relating to China and Her Neighbouring Countries, 1840 - 1914. With an Additional List 1915 - 1937
CD/1051/A42

Guide available

Great Britain: Internal Affairs, 1930 – 1939, see Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files

Great Britain: Internal Affairs, 1940 – 1944, see Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files
Great Britain: Internal Affairs, 1945 – 1949, see Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files

Great Britain. Ministry of Information. Home intelligence. Home Intelligence Reports on Opinion and Morale, 1940 - 1944
mfm/D/810/P8G745/1949

There is no paper index, but a list of contents can be found in the note section of the UTL Catalogue record: http://go.utlib.ca/cat/3175400

mfm/DA/G738

Guide available

Great Britain. Sovereign. The Complete State Papers Domestic: Series 2, 1714 - 1782
mfm/DA/480/G67/1978

Indexes are also found on the first reels of each SP unit.
The UTL Catalogue record has a rough list of contents in the note section: http://go.utlib.ca/cat/3324832
Note: Reel 118 was not rec'd and is being claimed

mfm/Z/6616/S83D18

Guide available

The Gulag Press, 1920 - 1937
mfe/HV/8301/G84/2000

Guide available. Periodical titles are not included in the Periodical list for MICR. Most titles have very short runs.
Subjects: Glavnoe upravlenie ispravitel'no-trudovykh lagerei OGPU -- Periodicals
Prisoners' writings, Russian -- Periodicals
Gumbel, Emil Julius. The Emil J. Gumbel Collection: Political Papers of an Anti-Nazi Scholar in Weimar and Exile, 1914 - 1966 from the Archives of the Leo Baeck Institute, New York
mfm/DD/240/G86/1990
Guide available

Guy Carleton Papers, see British Headquarters (Sir Guy Carleton Papers) Papers, 1747 - (1777) - 1783
Document guide available through Library & Archives Canada

H

mfm/D/505/H35/1987
Guide available

Hall-Carpenter Archives, see Gay Activism in Britain from 1958

ha-Milon ha-histori la-lashon ha-lvrit: homarina la-milon. Materials for the Dictionary Series I: 200 B.C.E. - 300 C.E.
mfe/PJ/4823/M55/1988
Guide available
Subjects: Hebrew language -- Lexicography -- Sources

The Hanoverian State Papers, Domestic, 1714 – 1782, see Great Britain. Sovereign. The Complete State Papers, Domestic

Harvard College Library Hebraica
Mfe/BM/40/H38/1990
MICR has PT.’s 1 and 2
The guide, Hebrew Books from the Harvard College Library, is available
Subjects: Bible. O.T. – Commentaries
Rabbinical literature
Cabala
Hasidism
Judaism
Jewish Literature

Hakluyt, Richard. The Principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffiques, and Discoveries of the English Nation
cmc/G/240/H3
Guide available

Hazard, John N. Collected Papers [1938 - 1977]
mfe/K/H388
Index is kept with the collection
Subjects: Law -- Soviet Union -- Addresses, essays, lectures

mfe/K/H393
Index is kept with the collection
Subjects: Hazard, John Newbold, 1909 -- Correspondence
Law -- Russia -- History and criticism

Hebrew Incunabula/Jewish Theological Seminary
mfm/BM/H423
Guide available
Subjects: Bible. O.T. – Commentaries
Judaism – Works to 1900 – Collected works

Hennin, Pierre Michel, 1728 – 1807. Correspondence and Collected Papers of Pierre Michel Hennin
mix/DC/135/H44A4/1980
Print documentation is with item.
Herschel, John F. W. (John Frederick William), Sir, 1792 – 1871. Letters and Papers of Sir John Herschel: from the Archives of the Royal Society
mfm/QB/36/H59A4/1990
Guide available
Astronomy – History – 19th century -- Sources

Hirsch, Menko Max. Frucht vom Baum des Lebens,
see Portugees Israelietsch Seminarium Ets Haim (Amsterdam, Netherlands)

Historical Photographs of the Middle East: From the Middle East Centre, St. Anthony’s College, Oxford on Microfiche
mfe/DS/44.5/H571983
Guide is located in the collection binder

Historical Prints in the British Museum
mfe/NE/55/G7/L62/1983
Guide available
A description can be found in the binder.

Historical Tracts, 1764 - 1800, A Gift of Mrs. Peter Redpath to the Redpath Library
mfm/DA/H578
Call number and entry not found in UTCAT

Catalogue of a Collection of Historical Tracts, 1561 - 1800 in 582 Volumes
Z/2016/M3
Guide available

History of Cinema: Hollywood and the Production Code: Selected files from the Motion Picture Association of America
Printed guide available
History of Women
mfm/HQ/1121/H67/1983
MC has only rec’d the periodical section of this collection.
Guide available
Other items can be borrowed through Interlibrary Loan
Subjects: Women -- History -- 19th century -- Sources
Women -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Women -- Social conditions -- History -- Sources
Women -- Education -- History -- Sources

The History of Science: A Collection of Manuscripts from the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America
mfm/Q/H578/1980
MC has not received a guide to this collection.
Subjects: Manuscripts, Hebrew -- New York (N.Y.)
Science -- Early works to 1800 -- Collected works

Holbach and His Friends, 1760 - 1789
Checklist available
Individual items in this collection have been catalogued separately.

Holloway, Joseph. The Diaries of Joseph Holloway, From the National Library of Ireland, Dublin, 1895 - 1944
mfm/ PN/2601/H65/1988
Library has: pt. 1, 1888 - 1911
pt. 2, 1912 - 1917
pt. 3, 1918 - 1924
pt. 4, 1925 - 1929
There is no index for this collection
Subjects: Holloway, Joseph -- Manuscripts
Holloway, Joseph -- Diaries
Theater -- 20th Century -- History and criticism -- Sources
Theater -- Reviews -- Sources
Theater critics -- Ireland -- Sources
Drama -- 20th Century -- History and criticism -- Sources
Dramatic criticism -- Sources

Holocaust refugees and the FDR White House
mfm/D/804.19/H668
Reproduced from the papers of F.D. Roosevelt
Printed guide available

Holodomor: Famine in Ukraine, 1932 – 1933, from the Central State Archive of Popular Organizations, Kiev
Library has: Units 1 – 6, reels 2 – 158
Guide available

Home Office Papers and Records: Order and Authority in England
mfm/JN/453/H7H58/1981
Guide available
Subjects: George III, King of Great Britain, 1738 - 1820 -- Correspondence
Great Britain -- Home Office -- Archives
Great Britain -- Social conditions -- 18th century -- Sources
Great Britain -- Social conditions -- 19th century -- Sources
Great Britain -- History -- George III, 1760 - 1820 -- Sources
Added Entries: Correspondence and Papers, Domestic and General, George III
Home Office Papers and Records (HO42), 1782 - 1820

The Human Environment Microlibrary
mfe/GF/H863

The Human Environment
Z/5118/A5W66
Guide available
Subjects: Human ecology -- Addresses, essays, lectures
Conservation of natural resources -- Addresses, essays, lectures
Environmental policy -- Addresses, essays, lectures

**Human Relations Area Files: (HRAF)**
mfe/GN/378/H86
Guide available
Subjects: Ethnology
Cross-cultural Studies
Human Behavior

**Hume, David, 1711 – 1776. The David Hume Mss. Calendar of Hume Mss.**
mfm/B/H864
Guide available
Subjects: Manuscripts, English -- Facsimiles

**Iconographie des Bourbons de Henri IV a Louis XVI apres la collection de gravures de Louis-Philippe. Published by Musee National du Chateau de Versailles**
mfe/N/7621.2/F73P36/1978
Guide available
Subjects: Portraits -- France -- 17th century -- Catalogs
Portraits -- France -- 18th century -- Catalogs
France -- History -- Bourbons, 15

**Imperial Gazetteers of India. India Gazetteers: District (Series), Calcutta, 1822 - 1945**
mfe/DS/I344

**India Gazetteers: Provincial (Series), Calcutta, 1908 - 1909**
mfe/DS/I345

**The District Gazetteers of British India: A Bibliography**
Z/3208/A5S35
Guide available
Subjects: India -- Gazetteers
Incunabula: The Printing Revolution in Europe, 1455 - 1500
mfe/Z/240/1483/1992
The collection is in binders. There are checklists to the contents at the beginning of each unit.
A list of all the unit titles is also included with the guides. The Incunabula database found through the U of T Library website does not give access information to the microfiche collection.
Subjects: Incunabula

mm/JN/1129/152/53/1990
Guide available
The collection is in two parts: Series 1-2 which is on microfiche; Series 3-4 which is on microfilm.
Subjects: Independent Labour Party -- Archives -- Microfilm catalogs
Independent Labour Party -- History -- Sources -- Microfilm catalogs
Labour movement -- Great Britain -- History -- Sources -- Microfilm catalogs
Political Parties -- Great Britain -- History -- Sources -- Microform catalogs

Independent Press from Ukraine, 1989-1994 = Neformal'nie hazety Ukrainy
mfe/DK/508.84/164
Guide available
Due to problems with the Cyrillic list and the great number of titles, the items in this collection are not listed in the MICR Newspaper and Periodicals guide. List is in Cyrillic. The items are filed in alphabetical order.
Subjects: Ukraine -- Periodicals
Ukraine -- Politics and government -- 1945 - 1991 -- Periodicals
Ukraine -- Politics and government -- 1991 - Periodicals

Index der Antiken Kunst und Architektur. Denkmaler der griechisch-romischen Altertums in der Photosammlung des Deutschen Archeologischen Institute
s, Rom = Index of ancient art and architecture: monuments of Greek and Roman cultural heritage in the photographic collection of the German Archaeological Institute in Rome.
Index der Antiken Kunst und Architectur: Index of Ancient Art and Architecture
mfe/N/5604/18R634/1991
Guide available
Subjects: Deutsches Archeologisches Institut. Romische Abteilung. Archives -- Indexes
Art, Classical -- Indexes
Art, Classical -- Italy -- Indexes
Art, Classical -- Greece -- Indexes

**Index, Jewish names in Protection of Interests of U.S. Citizens in Russia: U.S. Department of State**  
mfe/D/639/J41I57

There is no index to this collection.
Jews – Russia – Genealogy
Russia – Genealogy

**Index of Jewish Names from the U.S. Department of State Decimal File (RG59) Series on Protection of Interests of U.S. Citizens for Germany, Poland and Romania, 1910-1929; Austria-Hungary, 1910-1939**  
mfe/E/184/J5I546/1991

There is no index for this collection.
World War, 1915 – 1918 – Jews – Germany
World War, 1915 – 1918 – Jews – Poland
World War, 1915 – 1918 – Jews – Austria
World War, 1915 – 1918 – Jews – Hungary
Jews – Romania – Genealogy
Jews – Germany – Genealogy
Jews – Poland – Genealogy
Jews – Austria – Genealogy
Jews – Hungary -- Genealogy

**Index photographique de l'art in France**  
mfe/N/6841/I53/1979

This collection is a photographic index of art in France. Items are arranged according to the geographic location of work. There is no separate index to the collection.

Subjects: Art -- France -- Pictorial Works
Architecture -- France -- Pictorial Works
Index to the Name Changes in the Palestine Gazette
mfe/CS/3010/N36/1900

There is no index to this collection
Subjects: Names, personal – Jewish – Indexes
Jews – Palestine – Genealogy – Indexes

Index to Russian Consular Records
Mfe/CS/856/J4S33/1988

Material arranged by name.
Subjects: Jews – Soviet Union – Genealogy
Jews, Russian – United States – Genealogy
Consular reports – United States – Indexes
Diplomatic and consular service, American – Soviet Union

Indexes of the Fire Insurance Policies of the Sun Fire Office and the Royal Exchange Assurance, 1775 - 1787
mfe/HG/9809/Z9S846/1986

Guide available
Subjects: Insurance, Fire -- Great Britain -- History --Sources

India: Foreign Affairs, 1945 – 1949, see Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files

mfm/F/5004/I53

MICR has: #1235 (1913) - 1299(1914)
There is no guide to this collection.
Subjects: Canada – Emigration and immigration – History – Sources
Canada – History – sources
India – Emigration and immigration – History – Sources
**India Office Records. Correspondence and Papers of, and Concerning, the Sino-Burmese Boundary Commission**
mfm/DS/528.8/C6I53/1990

There is no paper index for this collection. A list of the collection's contents can be found in the note section of the UTCAT record.

Subjects: Sino - Burmese Boundary Commission -- History -- Sources
Wa (Burmese people) -- History -- Sources
Burma -- Foreign relations -- China -- History -- Sources
China -- Foreign relations -- Burma -- History -- Sources
Burma -- Boundaries -- China -- Sources
China -- Boundaries -- Burma -- Sources

**India Office Records. Documents of the Colonial Government in Burma Relating to the Shan State: With Some Additional References to the Opium Trade in Burma**
mfm/ds/530.8/S45I53/1989

There is no paper index. There is a list of contexts in the note section of the UTCAT record.

Subjects: Opium trade -- Burma -- Shan State -- History
Opium trade -- Thailand -- History -- Sources
Shan State (Burma) -- History -- 1824 - 1948 -- Sources
Shan State (Burma) -- Politics and government -- 1824 - 1948 -- Sources
Burma -- History -- 1824 - 1948 -- Sources
Burma -- Politics and government -- 1824 - 1948 -- Sources

**Industrial Revolution: A Documentary History. Series 1: The Boulton and Watt archive and the Matthew Boulton papers from the Birmingham Central Library**
mfm/T/26/G7/I54 1993

Guides available

Note: We have not received the guides for Parts 14 and 15

Subjects: Industrial revolution -- Great Britain -- History -- 18th century
Industrial revolution -- Great Britain -- History -- 19th century
Industrial Revolution: A Documentary History. Series 2: Papers of John Rennie (1761-1821), Thomas Telford (1757-1834) and related figures from the National Library of Scotland

Guide not received. Consult the first reel of each part for a contents list.

Industrial Revolution: A Documentary History. Series 3: The Papers of James Watt and His Family formerly held at Doldowlod House now at Birmingham Central Library
mfm/TA/140/W3A4

Guide available

Industrial Revolution: A Documentary History. Series 4: Sources from record offices in the United Kingdom
Mfm/T/26/G7/I54 2005

Guide available

Instrumenta Lexicologica Latina. Series B [Lemmata]
mix/BR/60/C493I67 and mix/BR/60/C493I68

Divided into separate volumes with fiche in each volume. Check UTCAT records for list of current holdings.

Set designed to accompany texts of Corpus Christianorum. Ser. Latina and Corpus Christianorum. Continuatio mediaevalis. Check UTCAT for holdings and catalogues of these titles in other parts of the U of T Library system.

Subjects: Latin Language -- Lexicology -- Collected works

Christian Literature -- Latin authors -- Dictionaries, indexes, etc.

International Gay and Lesbian Periodicals and Newsletters
Mfm/HQ/76.25/I583

Guide available

Subjects: Gays – History – 20th century – sources
Lesbians – History – 20th century – Sources
Gay rights – History – sources
Gay liberation movement – History – Sources
International Institute of Social History. The Minute Books of the Owenite Societies, 1838 - 1845
mfm/CD/1709/A58168/1976

There is no index for this collection

Subjects: National Community Friendly Society -- Archives
Universal Community Society of Rational Religionists -- Archives
Association of All Classes of All Nations -- Archives
International Institute of Social History -- Archives -- Catalogs
Socialism -- Great Britain -- History -- Sources

International Political Science Association. Indexes Papers presented at the I.P.S.A. World Congress Communications
mfe/JA/I633

1982, 1985 - in separate booklets

Indexes for later years on fiche with each year

Index available

Subjects: Political Science -- Congresses

International Political Science Association. Round Table
mfe/JA/I636/1977

1980 - Comparative Intergovernmental Relations - a separate booklet.

Guide available

Subjects: Political Science -- Congresses

Ireland, Politics and Society through the Press, 1760-1922
mfm/DA/900/I734/2000

Guide available online

Printed Index is located at the Media Commons Service desk

Subjects: Irish Newspapers
Ireland -- Politics and government -- Periodicals
Ireland -- Social conditions -- Periodicals
Ireland -- Periodicals
Iroquois Indians: A Documentary History of the Diplomacy of the Six Nations and their League
mfm/E/99/I7I68/1984
Index is located in hard-cover reference section
Subjects: D'Arcy McMickle Centre for the History of the American Indian -- Archives
Iroquois Indians -- History -- Sources
Indians of North America -- History -- Sources

Italian Books before 1601
mfm/AC/I734
Guide available. The items can also be found in WorldCAT and the CRL database.
Subjects: [Italian literature -- To 1601]

Italian Drama on Microfilm
mfm/PQ/I834
Items in this collection are listed under author and title in the MICR card catalogue.
Subjects: Italian drama (Collections)

Italian-Index: Bildokumentation zur Kunst in Italien
mfe/N/7525/I83/1991
There is no index to this collection. Items are arranged alphabetically by city or town.
Subjects: Bildarchiv Foto Marburg
Art -- Italy -- Indexes
Architecture -- Italy -- Indexes
Art -- Indexes
Architecture -- Indexes

Italian-Index: Bildokumentation zur Kunst in Italien
mfe/N/7525/I84/2004
There is no index to this collection. Items are arranged alphabetically by city or town.
Subjects: Bildarchiv Foto Marburg
Architecture -- Italy -- Pictorial works -- Microform catalogs
Italian Play Collection: Collezione Palatina
mfm/PQ/4227/B634/1969
Guide available
Subjects: Italian drama -- Collections
Italian drama (Comedy) -- Collections
Italian drama (Tragedy) -- Collections
Religious drama, Italian -- Collections
Pastoral drama, Italian -- Collections

J

mfm/E/J345
Index to the Andrew Jackson Papers
Z/8443/U53
Guide available
Subjects: Jackson, Andrew, 1767 - 1845
United States -- History -- 1815 - 1861

Jacyk Collection, see The Peter Jacyk Collection of Ukrainian Serials

James I, King of England, 1566 – 1625. King James 1 of England to King Christian IV of Denmark: The Royal Correspondence of King James I of England (VI of Scotland) to His Royal Brother-in-law, King Christian IV of Denmark, 1603 - 1625
mfe/DA/370/J36/1977
Table of Contents and Index on first fiche.
Subjects: James I, King of England, 1566 - 1625 -- Correspondence
Christian IV, King od Denmark and Norway, 1577 - 1648 -- Correspondence
Denmark. Rigsarkivet -- Archives
Great Britain -- Foreign relations -- Denmark -- 1603 - 1625 -- Sources
Denmark -- Foreign relations -- Great Britain -- 17th century -- Sources
North Sea -- Navigation -- Law and legislation -- 17th century -- Sources
Japanese Monographs
mfm/D/J363

The index - *Guide to Japanese Monographs and Japanese Studies of Manchuria, 1945 - 1960* is missing

Subjects: World War, 1939 - 1945 -- Japan

Jayakar, Mukund Ramrao. Jayakar Papers
mfm/DS/481/J39A2/1976

There is no index for this collection.

Subjects: India – History – 20th century
India – Politics and government – 20th century

Jeffersonian Americana from the University of Virginia Library
mfe/E/V774

Guide available

Subjects: United States -- History -- Revolution -- Collections
United States -- History -- 1783 - 1865 – Collections

Jewish displaced persons periodicals from the collections of the YIVO Institute
mfm/D/804.15/J38

Approximately 150 titles: newspapers, journals, flyers and one-time-only publications

Printed guide available

mfm/DS/135/U4J49/2004

Guide available

Subjects: Ukraine – Emigration and immigration
Jews – Ukraine
Archives – Ukraine -- Catalogs

Jewish Genealogical Consolidated Surname Index
mfe/CS/31/J484/1992
There is no index to this collection. Names are listed alphabetically.

Subjects: Jews -- Genealogy
Jews -- Directories
Names, Personal -- Jewish -- Registers

**Jewish Genealogical People Finder**
mfe/CS/31/J486/1933
There is no index to this collection. Names are listed alphabetically.

**The Jewish People from Holocaust to Nationhood: Archives of the Central British Fund for Jewish Relief, 1933 – 1960**
mfm/DS/135/E5J49/1989 Pt.s 1 - 3
The guide was not rec’d with the set. (Feb. 12, 1999)

**Jewish Studies**
mfe/DS/102.4/J49/1933
Library has: Part 1, Rare Printed Sources from the Parkes Collection
Guide available
Subjects: Southampton University Library -- Parkes Collection

**John Luczkiw Collection: Monographic Items microfilmed from the [Publications by] Ukrainian “displaced persons” and political refugees, 1945-1954 in the John Luczkiv Collection, Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library, University of Toronto, a bibliography**
mfm/DK/508.44/J65/2001
Guide available
The reel numbers are marked in the bibliography:

**Boshyk, Yuri. Publications by Ukrainian “displaced persons” and political refugees, 1945-1954 in the John Luczkiw collection, Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library, University of Toronto: A bibliography**
Z/6207/D5B68/1988

**John Tyndall, Natural Philosopher, 1830 - 1893: Catalogue of Correspondence and Collected Papers. Index**
mfe/Z/F753
Journal Books of Scientific Meetings, 1660 – 1800
mfm/Q/41/L86J68/1985
Guide available
Subjects: Royal Society (Great Britain) – Archives
Science – Great Britain – Congresses
Science – Great Britain – Societies, etc. -- Archives

Journal of Belles Lettres of the Jewish Theological Seminary. A Reel Guide to the Poetry and Belles Lettres Collection
mfm/PJ/J685/1977
Guide available
Subjects: Hebrew poetry
Jewish Literature
Jews -- Iran -- Literary Collection
Jews -- Italy -- Literary Collection

Journaux periode de la Commune
mfm/DC/J688
Call number and entry not found in UTCAT
Guide available
Subjects: Paris -- History -- Commune -- Sources

“Judenfrage”: Schriften zur Begreundung des modernen Antisemitismus 1780 bis 1918, cherausgegeben von Wolfgag Benz in Auftrag des Zentrum feur Antisemitismusforschung
Mfe/DS/145/J87/2002
Guide available
Subjects: Jews – History – 1789 – 1945 – Sources
Antisemitism – History – Sources
Judaism – History – Modern period, 1750 –
K

Kabbalah Collection of the Jewish Theological Seminary. A Reel Guide to the Kaballah and Mysticism Collection
mfm/BM/K325/1975
Guide available
Subjects: Cabala -- Early works to 1800 -- Collected works
Hasidism -- Collected works

Kalinin, M. I. (Mikhail Ivanovich), see Leaders of the Russian Revolution

Kennedy, John F., see Files of Evidence Connected with the Assassination of President John F. Kennedy

King, William Lyon Mackenzie, 1874 – 1950. The Mackenzie King Diaries
mfm/F/K55
1893 - 1931
1932 - 1949
Also - Finding Aid No. 502
mfm/F/K553
Indexes located behind Media Commons service desk and in the microfiche drawer with the collection.
Subjects: Canada -- Politics and government -- 1867 -

Der Kirchenkampf: The Gutteridge-Micklem Collection
mfe/BR/856/K57/1987
Guide available
Subjects: Bekennende Kirche -- History -- Sources
Evangelische Kirche in Deutschland -- History -- Sources
Church and state -- Germany -- History -- 1933 - 1945 -- Sources

mfe/JN/K646
Reel T87 no. 1 has a card catalogue of the collection
Subjects: Kommunisticheskaia partia Sovetskogo Soiuza.
Smolenskii oblastnoi komitet -- Party work
Archives -- Russian S.F.S.R. -- Smolensk (Province)
Smolensk (R.S.F.S.R.: Province) -- History -- Sources

The Korean War
mfm/DS/918/K559
Guide available
Korean War, 1950 – 1953 – Campaigns – Asia – Sources
Korean War, 1950 – 1953 – United States -- Sources

L

mfe/JN/1129/L32L248/1990
Guide available
Subjects: Labour Party (Great Britain) -- Archives -- Microform catalogs
Labour Party (Great Britain) -- History -- Sources – Microform Catalogs
Political parties -- Great Britain -- History -- Sources -- Microform catalogs
Labour Party (Great Britain) -- Archives

Lafontaine, (Sir) Louis Hypolite, Bart. Collection Lafontaine [Correspondence and Miscellaneous Papers and Records Relating to His Activities and His Family Background, 1841 - 1864]
mfm/F/L346

Bibliographie pour servir a l'étude de l'histoire du Canada francais
Z/1387/F8B4/no. 1 ROBA
Index is located in the Robarts stacks
Subjects: Lafontaine, Louis Hypolite, Sir, Bart, 1807 - 1864
Quebec (Province) -- History -- Sources

Landmarks of Science
mpt/Q/L353
Items are listed in the UTCAT as well as in WorldCat. The Media Commons does not have the card catalogue mentioned in the UTCAT record. The materials are arranged in alphabetical order by author.
Subjects: Science -- Collected works
Science -- History

Landmarks II: Monographs
mpt/Q/L555
mfe/Q/111/L36/1986 (continues mpt)
Items are listed in the UTCAT as well as in WorldCat. The Media Commons does not have the card catalogue mentioned in the UTCAT record. The materials are arranged in alphabetical order by author.
Subjects: Science -- Collected works

Landmarks II: Journals
mfm/Q/L345/1985

Landmarks II: Scientific Journals
mpt/Q/L5553
Listed in Science Journals microform guide
Printed guide available

Larpent, Anna Margareta, 1758 – 1824. A Woman’s View of Drama, 1790 - 1830: The Diaries of Anna Margareta Larpent in the Huntington Library
mfm/PR/718/L282/1995
Guide available
A content list can also be found on the first reel.
Subjects: Larpent, Anna Margareta, 1758 - 1824 -- Diaries
English drama -- History and criticism
Latin American Independence
mfm/F/1412/L32/2002
Guide available
Subjects: Latin America – History – Wars of Independence, 1806-1830 – Sources
Latin America – History – To 1830 – Sources
Argentina – History – Sources
Uruguay – History – Sources
Buenos Aires (Argentina) Province – History – Sources

mfm/F/L378
There is no index for this collection.
Subjects: Quebec (Province) -- Social conditions -- Addresses, essays, lectures
Canada -- Politics and government -- 1945 -- Addresses, essays, lectures
Quebec (Province) -- Politics and government -- 1945 -- Addresses, essays, lectures

La Ville, Jean Claude de. Continuations des causes celebres et interessantes avec les jugemens que le ont decidees
mfm/HV/6211/L328/1769
There is no guide for this collection.
Subjects: Crimes and criminals -- France -- 18th century
Trials -- France -- 18th century

Leaders of the Russian Revolution
mfm/DK/188/L43/1992
MICR has: Pt. 9 Kalinin, M.I. (1875 – 1946)
Guide available
Subjects: Kalinin, M.I. (Mickhail Ivanovich), 1875 – 1946 – Archives
Communist parties – Russia – Archives
Communism – Soviet Union -- History – Sources
Revolutionaries – Russia – Archives
mfm/JX/1975/A2/1971
Guide available
Subjects: League of Nations

The Lee Family Papers, 1742 - 1795
mfm/Z/L444
Guide to the Microfilm Edition of the Lee Family Papers, 1742 - 1795
Z/5315/L4H6
Guide available
Subjects: Lee family -- Manuscripts

Liberal Party (Great Britain). Archives of the British Liberal Party
mfe/JN/1129/L4L43/1978
MICR has Series I: Pamphlets and Leaflets of the British Liberal Party
A complete list of contents and authors can be found on the first 2 fiches.
Subjects: Liberal Party (Great Britain) -- Archives
Liberal Party (Great Britain) -- History -- Sources
Political parties -- Great Britain -- History -- Sources
Great Britain -- Politics and government -- 19th century -- Sources
Great Britain -- Politics and government -- 20th century -- Sources
Added entry: Pamphlets and Leaflets of the British Liberal Party

Little Magazine Series: Selected Complete Short-Run Cinema Periodicals, 1889 - 1972
mfm/PN/1993/L48/1975
Guide available
Subjects: Motion pictures -- Periodicals
Cinematography -- Periodicals
Photography -- Periodicals

Liturgy Collection of the Jewish Theological Seminary. A Reel Guide to the Liturgy Collection
mfm/BM/L585
Guide available

Subjects: Judaism -- Liturgy -- Collected works

mfm/Z/L663

Guide available

Subjects: Publishers and publishing -- Great Britain

English literature -- Bibliography

Great Britain -- Imprints

**Los Angeles Riots, see California. Governor’s Commission on the Los Angeles Riots**

**M**

**Madden Ballads**
mfm/PR/1181/M33/1987

Guide available

Subjects: Ballads, English -- Great Britain -- Texts

Broadsides -- Great Britain

**The Magic Documents: Summaries and Transcripts of the Top- Secret Diplomatic Communications of Japan, 1938 - 1945**

1. **A Calendar to the Magic Documents: Summaries and Transcripts of the Top-Secret Diplomatic Communications of Japan, 1938 - 1945**

2. **A Subject and Name Index to the Magic Documents: Summaries and Transcripts of the Top-Secret Diplomatic Communications of Japan, 1938 - 1945**

mfm/JX/1852/A4M34/1980

Guide available

Subjects: Japan, Gaimusho -- Records and correspondence

Japan -- History -- 1912 - 1945 -- Sources

World War, 1939 - 1945 -- Japan -- Sources

World War, 1939 - 1945 -- Diplomatic history -- Sources

Sino - Japanese Conflict, 1937 - 1945 -- Sources
**Mahendrapratapa, Raja. Raja Mahendra Pratap Papers**
There is no index to this collection.
Subjects: Mahendrapratapa, Raja
India – History – 1919 – 1947 – Sources

**Maimonides' Mishneh Torah: A Collection of Manuscripts from the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary**
mfm/BM/M355/1980
Guide available
Subjects: Jewish Law -- Early works to 1800

**The Main Papers of the House of Lords**
mfm/JN/621/M35/1981
Guide available
Subjects: Great Britain. Parliament. House of Lords -- History -- Sources
Great Britain -- History -- Tudors, 1485 - 1603 -- Sources
Great Britain -- History -- Stuarts, 1603 - 1714 -- Sources
Added Entries: Politics and statecraft in early modern England
British history state papers

**Major Film Periodicals for Media Research**
Mfm/PN/1993/A12M35/1989
MICR has: Series 1, Pt’s 1 – 5; and Series 2
Printed guide available or online: http://microformguides.gale.com/Data/Download/9200000C.pdf
Subjects: Motion pictures – United States – Periodicals
Motion picture industry – United States – History – 20th century – Periodicals

**Manuscript Listings for the Authors of Classical and Late Antiquity**
mfe/Z/6605/G7S555/1990
Guide available
Subjects: Greek Index Project
Manuscripts, Greek -- Catalogs
Manx Society. Publications
mfe/DA/670/M2M38

There is no guide for this collection. MICR has 1859 – 1882. Fiche no.1 has not been received.

Subjects: Isle of Man – History -- Sources

Marburger index Bilddokumentation zur kunst in Deutschland
mfe/N/7525/M37/1978

Users Manual 2nd Edition
mfe/N/7525/M37/1978

Marburger Information-, Dokumentations- und Administrations-System (MIDAS): Handbuch
NX/260/H482/1989

Guide available

Subjects: Bildarchiv Foto Marburg
Rheinisches Bild archive -- Microform catalogs
Art -- Germany -- Indexes -- Microform catalogs
Architecture -- Germany -- Microform catalogs
Photographs -- Archives -- Microform catalogs

Martyrdom and Resistance: Newsletter of the American Federation of Jewish Fighters, Camp Inmates and Nazi Victims
mfm/D/810/J4M384

Guide available

Subjects: Holocaust, Jewish (1939 - 1945) -- Periodicals

Das Martydologium des Nurnberger Memorbuches:
In Auftrage der Historischem Commission fur Geschichte der Juden in Deutschland hrsg. von Seigmund Salfeld
mfe/DS/135/G3A36/1898

Collections includes bibliographical references

Subjects: Jews -- Germany -- History -- Sources

Masculinity: Men Defining Men and Gentlemen, 1560 – 1918
mfm/HQ/1090.7/G7M365/2000

MICR has Pt.’s 1 – 3. Guide available
Periodical titles from this collection are listed in the printed Newspaper and Periodical guide at the front desk.

Subjects: Men – Great Britain – Identity
Masculinity – Great Britain
Men – Great Britain – Identity – History -- Sources
Masculinity – Great Britain – History – sources
Men – Great Britain – Conduct of life
Men – Great Britain – Conduct of life – History -- Sources

Masjid al-Aq-s’a (Jerusalem). The Islamic Documents from al-Haram al-Sharif in Jerusalem
mfm/CD/2019/J47M37/1300z

UTCAT record has list of document numbers contained in each reel. The lists are also written on the boxes.

A catalogue and description of the materials contained in this set may be found in:

**Little, Donald P. A Catalogue of the Islamic Documents from Al-Haram a’s’Sarif in Jerusalem.**
CD/2019/J47L57/1984 ROBA

Subjects: Legal instruments (Islamic law) -- Sources
Legal instruments -- Jerusalem -- Sources
Court records -- Jerusalem -- Archives

Materials on collectivization and dekulakization from Urals regional archives
mfm/HD/1492/R92/S875/1928

There is no guide for this collection

Subjects: Collectivization of agriculture – Russia (Federation) -- Sverdlovsk’a ‘i’ a oblast’ – History – Sources
Peasantry – Russia (Federation) -- Sverdlovsk’a ‘i’ a oblast’ – History – Sources


Guide available

There is a general list of contents on Reel 1 and in the UTCAT record.

Subjects: Maynard, Constance Louisa, 1849 - 1935
Westfield College (University of London)
Women -- Education -- Great Britain -- History -- 19th Century -- Sources
Women -- Education -- Great Britain -- History -- 20th Century -- Sources
Feminism -- Great Britain -- History -- 19th century -- Sources
Feminism -- Great Britain -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Educators -- Great Britain -- Biography
Feminists -- Great Britain -- Biography

Medieval and Early Modern Women
mfm/HQ/1143/M36/2000
MICR has: Pt. 1 Manuscripts from the British Library, London; Pt. 2 Household Books, Correspondence, and Manuscripts owned by Women, from the British Library, London
Guide available
Subjects: Women -- England -- History -- Manuscripts
Women in Literature -- Manuscripts
Women -- England -- Correspondence
English literature -- Women authors -- Manuscripts
English literature -- Early modern, 1500 -- 1700 -- Manuscripts
English literature -- Middle English, 110 -- 150 -- Manuscripts

Medieval Literary and Historical Manuscripts in the Cotton Collection, British Library
Mfm/DA/680/M43/1986
MICR has Pt.'s 1 – 7
Guide available
Subjects: Great Britain -- History -- To 1485 -- Manuscripts -- Facsimiles
Manuscripts, Medieval -- England -- London -- Facsimiles Manuscripts, English
English literature -- Middle English, 1100 -- 1500 -- Manuscripts -- Facsimiles

Meerut Conspiracy Case
mfm/HX/392/M47
Indexes are included on the individual reels.
Subjects: Meerut Communist Conspiracy Trial, Meerut, India, 1929 -- 1933
Communism -- India -- History
Communist Party of India -- History
India – Politics and government – 1919 – 1947

Microfiche Report Series
mfe/F/5027/M53
There is no guide to this collection.
This not correctly a periodical series, but a series of articles written for Parks Canada
Subjects: Historic sites – Canada – Periodicals
Excavations (Archaeology) – Canada – Periodicals
Canada – Antiquities -- Periodicals

Microfilm Edition of Encyclopedia Arctica
mfm/G/M537/1974
Guide available
Subjects: Arctic Regions -- Dictionaries and encyclopedias

Miscellaneous Documents Relating to Japan’s Economic, Industrial, Military, and Diplomatic Activities, Used as Background Materials by the International Prosecuting Section, 1929 – 1945: Record Group 331, Records of the Allied Operational and Occupation Headquarters, World War II
mfm/DS/888.5/M53/1991
There is no index for this collection in MICR.
Subjects: Japan – Economic conditions
Japan – History – 1926 – 1945 – Sources
Japan – History – 1945 – Sources
Japan – Social conditions

Miscellaneous Manuscripts
mfm/Q/41/L86M58/1985
MICR has not received the guide to this collection.
Subjects: Science – England – Manuscripts
Scientists – England – Correspondence
mfm/PR/5072/1985
Index and finding aid by W. Whitla available
Publisher’s guide not yet rec’d by Library. MICR is trying to place a claim.
UTCAT record had a full list of mss. no. for Pt. 1
Library has: Pt. 1 In the British Library, London,
Pt. 2 From the Huntington Library, San Marino
Pt. 4 Art, Book Design and Literary Papers
Subjects: Morris, William, 1834 - 1896 -- Manuscripts -- Microform catalogs
Manuscripts, English -- Microform catalogs

Moskovskaëiìa kinostudìëiìa “Mosfilm”. The Moscow Lenin Order Mosfilm Studio (1938 -- 1945)
mfm/HD/6135/M86/1993
Guide available
There is no English translation of the guide.
Subjects: Moskovskaëiìa kinostudìëiìa “Mosfilm” -- Records and correspondence.
Motion pictures -- Soviet Union -- History -- Sources

mfm/HD/6135/M86/1993
Guide available
Subjects: Munby, Arthur Joseph, 1828 - 1910 -- Diaries
Cullwick, Hannah, 1833 - 1909 - Diaries
Trinity College (University of Cambridge)
Women -- Employment -- Great Britain -- History -- 19th century
Women -- Employment -- Great Britian -- History -- 20th century
Added Title: The Diaries and Letters of Arthur J. Munby (1828 - 1910) and Hannah Cullwick (1833 - 1909)

Museo archeologico nazionale di Napoli. A Pictorial Catalogue of the National Archeological Museum, Naples
mfe/DG/55/C3M874/1987
The collection is arranged according to broad categories such as bronzes, frescoes, gems, etc. There is no detailed index.

The collection is now housed in the microfiche cabinets under its call no., not in a binder as stated in the UTCAT record.

Subjects: Museo archeologico nazionale di Napoli -- Microform catalogs
Campania (Italy) -- Antiquities -- Microform catalogs

Naoroji, Dadabhai, 1825 – 1917. Dadabhai Naoroji Papers
mfm/DS/479.1/N25A2/1984
There is no index to this collection
Subjects: Nationalist – India
India – Politics and government – 1857 - 1919

National and General Directories from the Guildhall Library [1781 - 1914]
mfe/DA/26/N38/1986
Library has: Pt. 1: The Bailey, Tunnicliff, Universal British, and Holden and Underhill directories
Guide available
Subjects: Guildhall Library (London, England) -- Archives
Great Britain -- Directories -- History -- Sources

National Archives of India. List of Proscribed Publications
mfm/CD/2088/A8N385/1975
There is no index for this collection.
Subjects: National Archives of India -- Records and correspondence
Assam (India) -- History -- Sources
Bengal (India) -- History -- Sources
India -- Politics and Government -- 20th century

mfm/DB/U568

Reels 1 – 4 are missing

Subjects: World War, 1939 – 1945 – Hungary – Sources

Hungary – Politics and government – 20th century -- Sources

Hungary – History, Military -- Sources

---

**National Gallery of Canada. Library. Files on Fiche**

mfe/N/6548/N37/1977

Partial guide available

Subjects: Artists – Canada – Library resources

Art – Canada – Library resources

---

**National Inventory of Documentary Sources in Canada: Inventaire national des sources documentaires au Canada**

mfe/CD/3622/N38/1991

List of Finding Aids available in folder holding microfiche.

Library has: Unit 1

Subjects: National Archives of Canada -- Catalogs

National Library of Canada -- Catalogs

University of Waterloo -- Library -- Catalogs

Archival resources -- Canada -- Directories

Canada -- History -- Sources -- Bibliography -- Catalogs

---

**National Liberal Federation. Annual Reports and Council Proceedings, 1877 - 1936**

mfe/JN/1129/L4N38/1978

There is no index. The material is organized chronologically.

Subjects: National Liberal Federation -- Archives

National Liberal Federation -- History -- Sources

Liberal Party (Great Britain) -- Archives

Political parties -- Great Britain -- History -- Sources

Great Britain -- Politics and government -- 1837 - 1901 -- Sources

Great Britain -- Politics and government -- 1901 - 1936 -- Sources
Added entry: Liberal Party (Great Britain)

National Library of Scotland. British Literary Manuscripts from the National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh
mfm/Z/6611/L7N37/1986
MICR has Part 1: Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts c. 1300 - 1700
Guide available
Subjects: English literature – Manuscripts
Manuscripts – Scotland – Edinburgh
Manuscripts, English – Scotland – Edinburgh
Manuscripts, Scottish – Scotland – Edinburgh
Scottish literature – Manuscripts

National Security Council (U.S.). Documents of the National Security Council
mfm/UA/23.15/N383/1980
Documents of the National Security Council. First Supplement
mfm/UA/23.15/N383/1981 Suppl.
Documents of the National Security Council. Second Supplement
mfm/UA/23.15/N383/1983 Suppl.
Documents of the National Security Council. Third Supplement
mfm/UA/23.15/N383/1985 Suppl.
Documents of the National Security Council. Fourth Supplement
mfm/UA/23.15/N383/1987 Suppl.
Documents of the National Security Council. Fifth Supplement
mfm/UA/23.15/N83/1989 Suppl.
Documents of the National Security Council. Sixth Supplement
mfm/UA/23.15/N383/1993 Suppl.
Documents of the National Security Council. Seventh Supplement
mfm/UA/23.15/N383/1995 Suppl.
Guides available
MICR did not receive guide for 7th supplement.
Subjects: National Security Council (U.S.) -- Archives
National security -- United States -- History -- Sources
United States -- Foreign relations -- 1945 - 1953 -- Sources
United States -- Foreign relations -- 1953 - 1961 -- Sources

National Security Council (U.S.). Minutes of the Meetings of the National Security Council with Special Advisory Reports
mfm/UA/23.15/N86/1982

Minutes of Meetings of the National Security Council. First Supplement.
mfm/UA/23. 15/N386/1988/Suppl.

Minutes of Meetings of the National Security Council. Second Supplement.
mfm/UA/23. 15/N386/1989/Suppl.

Minutes of Meetings of the National Security Council. Third Supplement.
mfm/UA/23. 15/N386/1995

Guides available
Subjects: National Security Council (U.S.) -- Archives
Minutes of meetings of the National Security Council
National Security -- United States -- History -- Sources
United States -- Foreign relations -- 1945 - 1953 -- Sources
United States -- Foreign relations -- 1953 - 1961 -- Sources

mfm/JN/N375

NSDAP Hauptarchiv: Guide to the Hoover Institution Microfilm Collection
DD/256.5/H364

Guide available
Subjects: Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter – Partei -- History -- Sources
Germany -- History, 1933 - 1945 -- Sources

Neilson, J. (John), 1776 – 1848. Neilson collection
mfm/Z/483/N34N43/1998

Guide available
Subjects: Neilson, J. (John), 1776 – 1848 – Archives – Microform catalogs
Brown and Gilmore – History – Sources
Politicians – Quebec (Province) – Archives – Microform catalogs
Publishers and publishing – Quebec (Province) – History – Sources
Printers – Quebec (Province) – History -- Sources

New Deal Agencies and Black America
mfm/E/185.61/N457/1983
Guide available
Subjects: Afro-Americans -- Social conditions -- To 1964 -- Sources
New Deal, 1933 - 1945
United States -- Social conditions -- 1933 - 1945 – Sources

New England Women and their Families in the 18th and 19th Centuries, Personal Papers, Letters, and Diaries. Series A, Manuscript Collection from the American Antiquarian Society
Mfm/HQ/1418/N48/1997
MICR has Series A, Pt. 1 – 3
The guide to part of this collection – Series A, Part 1 is available
The index for the remaining part of the collection has not been received.
Subjects: Women – New England – History – 18th century – Sources
Women – New England – History – 19th century – Sources
Family – New England – History – 18th century – Sources
Family – New England – History – 19th century -- Sources

Newberry Library. French Political Pamphlets, 1560 thru 1653, from Collections in the Newberry Library
mfm/DC/N485

Newberry Library. A Checklist of French Political Pamphlets, 1560 - 1644 in the Newberry Library
Z/2174/P2N4

Newberry Library. A Second Checklist of French Political Pamphlets, 1560 - 1653 in the Newberry Library
Z/2174/P2N42
Guide available
Subjects: France -- Politics and government -- Pamphlets
France -- Politics and government -- 16th Century -- Sources
France -- Politics and government -- 17th Century -- Sources

**Newspapers from the Russian Revolutionary Era**
mfm/DK/N487/1983
Guide available
A cumulative index is available in the Newspaper Guide on front desk.
Subjects: Soviet Union -- History -- 19th century -- Periodicals
Soviet Union -- History -- 20th century -- Periodicals

**Newspapers of the French Revolution of 1848 from the British Library, London and the British Library Newspaper Library**
mfm/DC/270/N49
Guide available
The items are also listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.
Subjects: France -- History -- February Revolution, 1848 -- Newspapers
France -- History -- February Revolution

mfe/E/183.8/N5N52/1991
Guide available
Subjects: National Security Archive (U.S.)
United States -- Foreign relations -- Nicaragua -- Sources
Nicaragua -- Foreign relations -- United States -- Sources
Nicaragua -- Politics and government, 1979 - 1990 -- Sources

mfe/DA/533/N55/1986
Guide available
Subjects: Great Britain -- Civilization -- 19th century
Great Britain -- Social life and customs
Great Britain -- History -- 19th century

**Nineteenth-Century British Periodicals**
mfm/AP/4/N585
Individual titles can be found in the Periodical Guide in the Microtext Section. They can also be found in the UTCAT record and in the available guides
Subjects: Great Britain – History – 19th century -- Periodicals

**Nineteenth Century Literary Manuscripts**
mfm/PR/1301/N56/1997
MICR has:
Pt. 1: The Browning, Eliot, Thackeray & Trollope manuscripts from the British Library, London
(note: mfm/PR/1143/N56/1996)
Pt. 2 The Correspondence and records of Smith, Elder & Co. from the National Library of Scotland
Pt. 6 Correspondence and papers, 1788 – 1827, of Archibald Constable, Publisher of the Edinburgh Review
Pt. 7 Correspondence and papers, 1825 – 1846, of Robert Cadell Guides available

**Nineteenth Century Russia: Contemporary French Opinion**
Checklist
Individual items in this collection have been catalogued separately. The checklist lists the items in the collection and the call numbers by which items can be accessed.

mfm/E/855/N45 2007
Guide available

**The Nixon Administration: Watergate, impeachment proceedings, resignation, pardon, past and present judicial proceedings and United Press International news coverage: A comprehensive microfiche library**
mfe/E/855/N46/1975
Library has 6 sections. Guide available
Subjects: Nixon, Richard (Richard Milhous), 1913 - -- Impeachment
Nixon, Richard (Richard Milhous), 1913 - -- Resignation from Office

Watergate Affair, 1972 – 1974

Impeachments – United States


Notes from the Chinese Legation in the United States to the Department of State, 1868 - 1906
mfm/E/183.8/C6N677/1947

The pamphlet guide to the collection is stored with the collection.

Subjects: Diplomatic and consular service, Chinese -- United States -- History -- Sources
China -- Foreign relations -- United States -- Sources
United States -- Foreign relations -- China -- Sources

Notes to Foreign legations in the United States, 1834-1906: Korea, Persia and Siam, January 10, 1888 - August 11, 1906
mfm/E/183.8/K7N68

The index is on the first reel.

Subjects: United States -- Foreign relations -- Korea -- Sources
United States -- Foreign relations -- Iran
United States -- Foreign relations -- Thailand
Korea -- Foreign relations -- United States -- Sources
Iran -- Foreign relations -- United States
Thailand -- Foreign relations -- United States

Notes to Foreign Legations in the United States from the Department of State, 1834 - 1906. China, June 3, 1868 - January 4, 1899
mfm/E/183.8/C5N68/1947

There is no guide to this collection.

Subjects: United States -- Foreign relations -- China -- Sources
China -- Foreign relations -- United States -- Sources

Notes from the Korean Legation in the United States to the Department of State: Sept. 18, 1883 – April 24, 1906
mfm/E/183.8/K6N6/1949
There is no index to this collection

Subjects: Korea – Foreign relations – United States
United States – Foreign relations – Korea
United States – Dept. of State

NSDAP Hauptarchiv, see Nationalsocialistische Deutsche Arbeiter-Partei

Nuclear Non-proliferation, 1945 - 1991
mfe/JX/1974.73/N84
Guide available
Subjects: Nuclear non-proliferation -- History -- Sources
Nuclear disarmament -- United States -- History -- Sources

mfm/JX/1974.7/N855/1982
Guide available
Subjects: Nuclear arms control
Nuclear weapons
Strategic Defense Initiative

The Nuremberg Medical Trial, 1946/47: Transcripts, material of the prosecution and defense, related documents on behalf of the Stiftung fur Sozialgeschichte des 20 Jahrhunderts
mfe/JX/5419.5/N974
Guide available
Subjects: War Crimes – Collected Works
War Crimes – Legal Cases
Human Rights – Collected Works
Human Rights – Legal Cases
Violence – Collected Works
Oastler, Richard, 1789 – 1861. The Fleet papers: being letters to Thomas Thornhill, esq., of Riddlesworth, in the county of Norfolk; from Richard Oastler, his prisoner in the Fleet. With occasional communications from friends
mfe/HD/8389/O2
There is no index to this collection. This collection is part of the Radical Periodicals of Great Britain collection.
Subjects: Labor and laboring classes – Great Britain – History
Great Britain – Social conditions

Obshchii otdel KPSS, 1953 -1966
mfm/CD/1728/A56
Guide available
Subjects: Vsesoiuznyi leninskii kommunisticheskii soiuz molodezhi -- History -- Sources
TSK KPSS -- History -- Sources
Communism -- Sources
Soviet Union -- Politics and government -- 1953 -- Sources

October Crisis - F.L.Q. A Collection of Newspaper Clippings Compiled by the Canadian Press Clipping Service
mfm/F/C368
No index available
Subjects: Front de liberation quebecois
Quebec (Province) -- History -- 1939 -

Odnodnevnye Gazety SSSR 1917 - 1984
mfm/PN/5272/O46/1993
Z/6956/S65G75/1989
Guide available
There are thousands of titles in this collection and the index is in Cyrillic; therefore, the items in this collection are not listed in the Newspapers in Microform guide.
Subjects: Russian newspapers
Journalism -- Russia
Journalism -- Soviet Union

Oesterreich-Index: Bilddokumentation zur Kunst in Oesterreich. Bildarchiv Foto Marburg
mfe/N/68701/068/1996
Place index is located on the first fiche.
Subject: Art -- Austria -- Indexes
Architecture -- Austria -- Indexes
Art -- Indexes
Architecture -- Indexes

mfe/KD/L6381/1714
Guide available
Subjects: Criminal courts -- Great Britain -- Cases
Added entry: The Old Bailey Proceedings

One Hundred Years of Fabian Publishing: Full Cumulative Indexes under Authors and Titles, 1883 - 1987
mfe/Z/7164/S67K37/1987
Guide available
Subjects: Fabian Society (Great Britain) -- Bibliography
Socialism -- Great Britain -- Bibliography

Opera Librettos Printed Before 1800
mfm/ML/L537
Catalogue of Opera Librettos Printed Before 1800
ML/136/U5C33
Index located on the bookshelves beside the front desk.
Subjects: Operas -- Librettos
Added Entry: Schatz, Albert, 1839 - 1910
Sonneck, Oscar George Theodore, 1873 - 1928

The Oscar Wilde Collection
mfm/Z/8975/O73/1999
Temporary guide available.
Subjects: Wilde, Oscar, 1854 - 1900 -- Bibliography -- Catalogs
Wilde, Oscar, 1854 - 1900 -- Correspondence -- Catalogs
Wilde, Oscar, 1854 - 1900 -- Manuscripts -- Catalogs
William Andrews Clark Memorial Library -- Catalogs
Wilde, Oscar, 1854 - 1900

P

Pacifism, Disarmament and International Relations
mfm/JX/1952/P122/1987
MICR has only rec’d Series 2 and 3. Paper guides not rec’d with collection. Guide is on order. There is a reel guide on the first reel of each series.
Subjects: Fellowship of Reconciliation -- Archives
Peace Pledge Union -- Archives
Pacifism -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Disarmament -- History -- 20th century -- Sources

mfm/HQ/1595/P29A5/1994
Guide available
Subjects: Pankhurst, E. Sylvia (Estelle Sylvia), 1882 - 1960 -- Archives
Suffragists -- Great Britain -- Archives
Women -- Suffrage -- Great Britain -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Women’s rights -- Great Britain --20th century -- Sources
Women and socialism -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Women in politics -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Pamphlets and Leaflets of the Social Democratic Federation and the British Socialist Party: 1883 - 1931
mfe/HD/8395/P36/1978

List of contents is available on the first two fiche.

Guide available

Subjects: Social Democratic Federation -- Pamphlets
British Socialist Party -- Pamphlets
Working class -- Great Britain -- History -- 19th century -- Sources
Working class -- Great Britain -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Socialism -- Great Britain -- History -- Sources
Great Britain -- Social conditions -- 19th century-- Sources
Great Britain -- Social conditions -- 20th century -- Sources
Added entries: Marx Memorial Library
International Institute for Social History

mfe/HQ/1426/P26/1979

MICR has only the Women's component (WO) of this collection.

Guide available

Subjects: Women -- United States
Women -- United States -- Social and moral questions
Women -- United States -- Social conditions
Women in politics -- United States
Pamphlets in microform
United States -- History -- Sources

Pamphlets on the Panama Canal, 1886 - 1928
mfm/F/1569/C2P36/1989

This collection is only on one reel.

Guide to the Princeton University Latin American Microfilm Collection
Z/1610/G85/1993
Guide available. Look in Panama section for a description of the reel.

Subjects: Panama Canal (Panama) -- History -- Sources
United States -- Foreign relations -- Panama -- History -- Sources
Panama -- Foreign relations -- United States -- History -- Sources

**Papers of the Red Army, 1918 – 1923**  
Mfm/DK/265/A5264 2000  
Guide available

**Papers of the White Army, 1917 – 1921**  
Mfm/DK/2652.2/P373 2000  
Guide available

**Parish Register Typescripts. Prepared by W.H. Challen from Parishes in London, Midlands and Southern Counties**  
mfm/DA/C454

**Parish Register Typescripts. Index to Sussex Parish Registers and Bishops Transcripts (Also Parishes from Certain Other Counties)**  
mfe/DA/C454

Index located in fiche collection

Subjects: Church records and registers -- England -- London  
Church records and registers -- England -- Midlands  
Church records and registers -- England – Sussex

**Parks Canada. National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, see Microfiche Report Series**

**Peel Bibliography on Microfiche – Bibliographie Peel sur microfiche [prepared by the National Library of Canada]**  
mfe/F/P445

A guide to the collection is found in *General Reference: Peel, Bruce B. A Bibliography of the Prairie Provinces to 1953 with Bibliographical Index*  
Z/1392/N7P4/1973 GENR, ROBA

Subjects: Canadian literature
Northwest, Canadian
Peirce, Charles Santiago Sanders, 1839 – 1914. The Charles S. Peirce Papers
mfm/B/P456

Annotated Catalogue of the Papers of Charles S. Peirce
Z/6616/P365R6

The Peirce Papers, A Supplementary Catalogue
mfm/Z/R635
Guide available
Subjects: Philosophy -- Collected works

Periodicals on Women and Women’s Rights
mfm/HQ/1236/P39
mfe/HQ/1236/P39
There is no guide to this collection. A list of holdings can be found in the UTCAT records. Individual titles and reel numbers are also listed in Periodicals in the Microtext Library.
Subjects: Women’s rights -- Periodicals
Women -- Periodicals

Periodiques clandestins, 1939 - 1945
mfm/D/802/F8P379
Guide available
Subjects: Underground literature -- France -- Periodicals
World War, 1939-1945 -- Underground literature -- Periodicals
World War, 1939-1945 -- Underground literature -- France -- Periodicals

Pervaia Usiobschaia Pereis Naseleniia. Rossiiskoi Imperii, see Russia. Tsentrl'nyi Statis ticheskii Komitet

The Peter J. Braun Russian Mennonite Archive, 1803 - 1920: Documents pertaining to the Molochna Mennonite Settlement in Southern Ukraine, originally assembled by Peter Braun during the period 1917 - 1920; Rediscovered in 1990 in the State Archives of the Odessa Region, Ukraine
mfm/Z/7845/M4P48/1990
Guide available
Subjects: Braun, Peter J. 1880 - 1933 -- Library -- Microform catalogs
The Peter Jacyk Collection of Ukrainian Serials
Checklist
Z/6956/U4M24

Individual items in this collection have been catalogued separately. The checklist lists the items in the collection and the call numbers by which the items can be accessed.

Peter J. Potichnyj Collection on Insurgency and Counter-Insurgency in Ukraine.
Sources on Ukrainian Liberation Movement in the 20th Century: Documents from the KGB Archives by MVD and MGB Internal Security Troops of the USSR (Ukrainskii Okrug) Pertaining to Repressive Measures Against Ukrainian Liberation Movement, 1944 - 1954
mfm/DK/508.79/P48/1994

Guide available

Subject: Ukrains’ka povstans’ka armiia -- History -- Sources
Soviet Union. Vnutrennie voiska -- Ukraine -- Sources
National liberation movements -- Ukraine -- Sources
World War, 1939 - 1945 -- Underground movements -- Ukraine -- Sources
Ukraine -- History -- 1917 -- Sources
Ukraine -- History -- Autonomy and independence movements -- Sources

Peter J. Potichnyj Collection on Insurgency and Counter-Insurgency in Ukraine.
Sources on Ukrainian Liberation Movement in the 20th Century: Documents from the MBP Archives...
mfm/DK/508.79/P482/1990

Guide available

Subjects: Onyshkevych, Myroslav
Ukrains’ka povstans’ka armiia -- History -- Sources
Secret service -- Poland -- Sources
Military courts -- Poland -- Krakow -- Sources
Ukraine, Western -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Ukraine -- History -- Autonomy and independence movements -- Sources

**Peter J. Potichnyj Collection on Insurgency and Counter-Insurgency in Ukraine.**
**Sources on Ukrainian Liberation Movement in the 20th Century: Documents from the OKW/Oberkommando der Wehrmacht...**
Mfm/D/802/U4P47/1959

Documents are part of the T group of OKW records filmed by the United States National Archives. Selections from the following groups are included: T77; T78; T81; T120; T175; T315; T354; T454; T459; T501, T580.

Access is limited. Guides to parts of the collection can be found under:
Guides to German Records Microfilmed at Alexandria, VA
Mix/D/735/A58 ROBA STL
To locate material for the T series, look for:
T77 – Guides no. 85 and 94
T78 – Guides no. 87, 91, 96
T354 – Guides no. 95
T454 – Guides no. 97

Please note that we do not have guides for all of the selections.

Subjects: Ukrain's'ka povstans'ka armiia -- History -- Sources
World War, 1939 – 1945 -- Ukraine -- Sources
World War, 1939 – 1945 -- Underground movements -- Ukraine -- Sources
Ukraine -- History -- German occupation, 1941 – 1944
Ukraine -- Autonomy and independence movements -- Sources
Germany -- History -- 1933 – 1945 -- Sources

**Philology Collection of the Jewish Theological Seminary**
mfm/PJ/P455/1973
Guide available
Subjects: Hebrew philology -- Collected works

**Philosophy Collection of the Jewish Theological Seminary**
mfm/B/P485
Guide available
Subjects: Philosophy, Jewish -- Early works to 1800 -- Collected works

**Place, Francis, 1771 – 1854. The Francis Place Papers from the British Library, London**
mfm/DA/536/P7A2/1978

MICR has Series 1 and 2

Guide for Series 2 available. A description of Series 1 can be found on the first reel.

Subjects: Place, Francis, 1771 - 1854 -- Archives

British Library -- Archives

Radicalism -- Great Britain -- 19th century -- History -- Sources

Great Britain -- Social conditions -- 19th century -- Sources

Great Britain -- Politics and government -- 19th century -- Sources

Ireland -- Politics and government -- 19th century -- Sources

**Planned Parenthood Federation of America records, 1918-1974**
Mfm/HQ/766.5/U5P49 2009

Pt 1: Planned Parenthood Federation of America, 1916-1966

Pt 2: Correspondence and subject files, 1920-1974

Pt 3: Related birth control organizations, 1918-1969

Guides available

**Plantation life in the Caribbean**
mfm/F/1884/P53/2005

MICR has: Pt. 1 Jamaica, c. 1765 – 1848: The Taylor and Vanneck-Arcedeckne papers from Cambridge University Library and the Institute of Commonwealth Studies, University of London.

There is no printed guide to this collection. A guide to the collection can be found at the beginning of each reel.

Subjects: Taylor, Simon, Esq. – Correspondence

Plantation life -- Jamaica -- History -- 18th century -- Sources

Plantation life -- Jamaica -- History -- 19th century -- sources

Slavery -- Jamaica -- Sources

Plantation owners -- Jamaica -- Sources

Slaveholders -- Jamaica -- Sources
Plenums of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 1941 – 1990: from the holdings of the Russian State Archive of Contemporary History, Moscow
mfm/JN/6598/K7/T7373 2001

Guide available

Polemical Manuscripts of the Jewish Theological Seminary. A Reel Guide to Polemical Manuscripts
mfm/BM/P654/1977

Guide available

Subjects: Judaism -- Apologetic works -- Early works to 1900
Christianity -- Controversial literature -- Early works to 1800

mfe/DK/P645/1985

Guide available

3 copies of index

Subjects: NSZZ - "Solidarnosc (Labour Organization) -- History -- Sources
Labour and labouring classes -- Poland -- Periodicals

Polish legions, 1917 – 1918. Documents – fond F-1787
Mfm/DK/265.9/F52P656 2005

Guide available

Polish uprising of 1830-1831: documents of the Kiev Governorship Investigative Commission. From the holdings of the State Archive of Kiev Oblast
mfm/DK/4359.5/P65

Contents guide available at: http://www.bsb-muenchen.de/mikro/lit497.pdf

Political Pamphlets from the Indian Subcontinent
mfe/JQ/298/A1P64/1990

MICR has parts 1 - 5

Guide available
Fiche #152 - 158, 421, 502 not rec’d - Mar. 22, 1996

Subjects: Political parties -- India -- Sources
India -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
India -- Politics and government -- 20th century -- Sources

**Popular Newspapers during World War I**
mfm/DA/577/P66 1996 Pt. 1 - 3

Guide was not rec’d with the collection. UTCAT has list of newspapers included in collection. The Microtext Newspaper Update has dates and reels numbers.

World War, 1914 – 1918 – Great Britain – Social conditions – Sources
World War, 1914 – 1918 – Great Britain – History – Sources
Great Britain – History – George V, 1910 – 1936 – Sources

**Portugees Israelietisch Seminarium Ets Haim (Amsterdam, Netherlands). She. u-t. Peri’ets .hayim: peri megadim ne.hmad... gufe halakhot shel Torah... le-halakhah ve-lo le-ma’aseh**
mfe/BM/522/A1P671740

**Hirsch, Menko Max. Frucht vom Baum des Lebens: Ober peroth Ez Chajim: Die Sammlung der Rechtsgutachten Peri Ez Chajim des Rabinerseminars Ets Haim zu Amsterdam.**
mfe/BM/522/A1P67/1740 Suppl.

Fiche #1 has not yet been published. There is no paper guide to this collection.

Subjects: Responsa -- History and criticism
Jews -- Netherlands -- Amsterdam -- History -- 18th century -- Sources

**Prasad, Rajendra. Rajendra Prasad Papers**
Mfm/DS/481/P7A4/1988

A subject guide is available on reel one.

Subjects: India – Politics and government – 1919 – 1947
Nationalism – India – History

**Princeton University Latin American Pamphlet Collection: Nicaragua**
mfm/F/1521/P75/1983

**Guide to the Princeton University Latin American Microfilm Collection**
Guide available. Reels are described in the section on Nicaragua.

Subjects: Political parties -- Nicaragua -- Sources
Social conflicts -- Nicaragua -- Sources
Human rights -- Nicaragua -- Sources
Women's rights -- Nicaragua -- History -- Sources
Church and state -- Nicaragua -- Sources
Nicaragua -- Politics and government -- History - 20th century -- Sources
Nicaragua -- Economic conditions -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Nicaragua -- Social conditions -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Nicaragua -- Foreign relations -- Costa Rica

Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. Board of Foreign Missions. Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. Board of Foreign Missions Correspondence and Reports, 1833 - 1911
mfm/BV/2570/P74/1995
Calendars of the collection are available on reels 296 - 300.
MICR has only reels for China, Japan, Korea, and India.
Subjects: Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. Board of Foreign Missions -- Correspondence
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. -- History -- Sources
Missions -- History -- Sources

President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s Office Files, 1953 - 1961
mfm/E/835/P74/1990
Guide available
Subjects: Eisenhower, Dwight D. (Dwight David), 1890 - 1969 -- Archives
Dwight D. Eisenhower Library -- Archives
United States -- Politics and government -- 1953 - 1961 -- Sources
United States -- Foreign relations -- 1953 - 1961 -- Sources

President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Office Files, 1933 - 1945: Part 5, The John Franklin Carter Files on German Nazi Party Members
mfm/E/806/P74/1990
Guide available
President Roosevelt's response to the International Refugee Situation: The "M" Project
Mfm/D/809/U5R66 2004
Guide available

Printing and Publishing History, see William Strahan (Firm). The Strahan Archive from
the British Library, London

Property and Privilege in Medieval and Early Modern England and Wales: Cartularies
and Other Registers
mfm/Z/2029/P76/1990x Ser.1, Pt. 1 – 4
MICR has Series 1 – Cartularies from the British Library, London
Guide available
Subjects: Great Britain – History – Medieval period, 1066 – 1485 – Sources
Great Britain – History – Medieval period, 1066 – 1485 – Manuscripts – Microform catalogs
Manuscripts – Great Britain – Microform catalogs
Manuscripts on microform – Great Britain – Catalogs
Cartularies – Bibliography – Microform catalogs

Protest Movements, Civil Disorder and the Police in Inter-War Britain: Selected from
PRO CLASS MEPO 2
mfm/HV/7730/L6C37/1982
There is no index to this collection
Subjects: Great Britain -- Metropolitan Police Office -- Archives
Government, Resistance to -- Great Britain -- Sources
Police -- England -- London -- Records and correspondence -- Sources
Police reports -- England -- London -- 20th century -- Sources
Protest movements -- England -- 20th century -- Sources
Riot control -- England -- 20th century -- Sources
Police patrol -- England -- Surveillance operations -- Sources
Great Britain -- Social conditions -- 20th century -- Sources

Public Order, Discontent and Protest in England, 1820 - 1850: Public Record Office Class HO52
mfm/JC/328.3/P83/1980
MICR has Pt. 1 - 3
Guide available
Subjects: Great Britain -- Public Record Office -- Archives
Government, Resistance to -- England -- 19th century -- Sources
Protest literature, English -- England -- 19th century
Public policy (Law) -- England -- 19th century -- Sources
Great Britain -- History -- 19th century -- Sources
Great Britain -- Politics and government -- 19th century -- Sources

mfm/Z/3208/P6153/1985
Guide available
Subjects: Prohibited books -- India
British Library. Dept. of Oriental Manuscripts and Printed Books -- Archives
Indic Inprints
India -- Imprints
India - Government and politics

Publications of the Communist Party of Indonesia
mfe/JQ/P377
Guide available
Subjects: Partai Komunis Indonesia -- History --Sources
Communism -- Indonesia
mfe/N/P82/1975

Also: Publications of the Venice Biennale, 1895 – 1977 on Microfiche: Bibliography and Subject Index
Z/5939/P84/1986

Guide available
Subjects: Art -- Exhibitions
Photography -- Exhibitions
Architecture -- Exhibitions

mfe/PN/P82

Guide available
Subjects: Drama festivals

mfe/Z/P835

Guide available
Current copies of Index available in GENR
Subjects: Catalogs, Publishers -- United States
Catalogs, Publishers -- Canada

Q

Quaker Women’s Tracts
mfm/BX/7733/A1/1994

Guide available
Subjects: Society of Friends -- 17th century -- Sources
Women, Quaker -- 17th century -- Sources
Tracts -- Quaker authors -- 17th century -- Sources
English literatures -- Quaker authors -- 17th century -- Sources
Queen Anne Papers, see The State Papers of Queen Anne, 1702 - 1714

R

Raccolta De’Drammi, see Venetian Opera Libretti

Radical Periodicals of Great Britain
The items in this collection have been catalogued separately. MICR has:
British Labourer’s Protector and Factory Child’s Friend
Carpenter’s Monthly Political Magazine
Crisis and National Co-operative Trades and Union Gazette
Economist
Gauntlet
Herald to the Trades’ Advocate
Labourer
Lancashire and Yorkshire Co-operator
McDouall’s Chartist Journal and Trades’ Advocate
Northern Tribune
Oastler, Richard
The Fleet Papers: Being letters to Thomas Thornhill… (This item is a collection, and is described above)
For call numbers and dates, look in either the geographical or title lists of Periodicals in Microtext.
Subjects: Great Britain – History – 1800 – 1837 – Periodicals
Great Britain – Politics and government – 1800 – 1837 – Periodicals
Working class – Great Britain – Periodicals
Labour movement – Great Britain -- Periodicals

The Radical Right and Patriotic Movements in Britain. A Bibliographic Guide
mfe/JA/84/G7R34/1978
Guides available. The guides are updated as the collection grows. The UTCAT record has a list of publications included in the collection.
Subjects: Conservatism -- Great Britain -- 20th century
Nationalism -- Great Britain -- 20th century
Great Britain -- Politics and government -- 1964 -1979
The Ralph Waldo Emerson Collection, 1822 - 1903
mfm/PS/1630.5/R25/1999

Guide available
Subjects: Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 1803 - 1882 -- Archives

Rare Radical and Labour Periodicals of Great Britain
mfm/Z/7164/T7R37/1978

MICR has Series 1, Pt 1 - 3; Series 2, Pt. 1 - The Late nineteenth and twentieth centuries
Guide available. Titles are also listed in Periodicals in the Microtext Library.
Subjects: Trade-unions -- Great Britain -- History -- Sources
Radicalism -- Great Britain -- Periodicals -- Microform catalogs
Labor and laboring classes -- Great Britain -- Periodicals -- Microform catalogs

Ratified Indian treaties, 1722-1869
mfm/E/93/R37

Index on Reel 1
Records of the United States government

Records of Ante-bellum Southern Plantations from the Revolution through the Civil War
mfm/F/213/R45/1985x

MICR has Series G, Pt 5; Series I, Pt. 3; Series J, Pt. 6; Series N
Guides to Series I and J are available.
Subjects: Southern states – History – 1775 – 1865 – Sources
Slave records – Southern States
Plantation owners – Southern States – Archives
Southern states – Genealogy
Plantation life – Southern states – History – 19th century -- Sources

Records of the Department of State Relating to Internal Affairs of Great Britain, see United States. Dept. of State
Records of the Department of State relating to Political Relations between the United States and China, 1910 - 29
mfm/E/183.8/C5R418/1961
The pamphlet guide to this collection is located with the collection in the stacks.
Subjects: China -- Foreign relations -- United States -- Sources
United States -- Foreign relations -- China -- Sources

Records of the Military Intelligence Division Regional File relating to China 1922 - 1944
mfm/DS/774/R367/1988
Guide available
Subjects: United States. Dept. of the Army. General Staff. Military Intelligence Division -- Archives
China -- History -- 1912 - 1949 -- Sources

mfm/PN/2589/R4/1988
Guide available
Subjects: Theatre -- Great Britain -- History -- Sources

Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service. Series A, Subject Correspondence Files. Parts 1-5
mfm/JV/6455/R426/1992
Pt. 1. Asian Immigration and Exclusion, 1906 - 1913
Pt. 1. Suppl. Asian Immigration and Exclusion, 1898 - 1941
Pt. 2. Mexican Immigration, 1906 - 1930
Pt. 3. Ellis Island, 1900 - 1933
Pt. 4. European Investigations, 1898 - 1936
Pt. 5. Prostitution and “White Slavery”, 1902 - 1933
Guides available
Subjects: United States. Immigration and Naturalization Service -- Archives
Ellis Island Immigration Station (New York, N.Y.)
Mexicans -- United States -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Asians -- United States -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
mfm/E/183.8/C5R42/1989
Guide available
Subjects: United States -- Dept. of State -- Office of Chinese Affairs -- Archives
United States -- Foreign relations -- China
China -- Foreign relations -- United States

Records of the U.S. Department of State relating to the Internal Affairs of China, 1930 – 1939, Decimal File 893
mfm/DS/777.47/R43 1985
Guide available

Records of the U.S. Department of State relating to the Internal Affairs of Japan, 1930 – 1944, Decimal File 894
mfm/DS/888.4/R43 1984
Guide available

Records of the U.S. Department of State relating to the Internal Affairs of Japan, 1945 - 1949, Decimal File 894
mfm/DS/889.16/R43 1986
Guide available

Records of the U.S. Department of State relating to the Internal Affairs of Japan, 1950 - 1954, Decimal File 794, 894, 994
mfm/DS/889/U5 1986
Guide available

Records of the U.S. Department of State relating to the Internal Affairs of Japan, 1955 - 1959, Decimal File 794, 894, 994
mfm/DS/888.4/R435
Guide available

Records of the U.S. Department of State relating to the Internal Affairs of Korea, 1930–1939: Department of State Decimal File 895  
mfm/DS/916.53/R43/1986  
Guide available  
Subjects: United States. Dept. of State – Archives  

Records of the U.S. Department of State relating to the Internal Affairs of Korea, 1940–1944, Department of State Decimal file 895  
mfm/DS/916.53/R432/1986  
Guide available  
Subjects: United States. Dept. of State – Archives  
Korea – History – Japanese occupation, 1910 – 1945 -- Sources

Records of the U.S. Department of State relating to the Internal Affairs of Korea, 1945-1949: Department of State Decimal File 895  
mfm/DS/917.5/R43/1986  
Guide available  
Subjects: United States. Dept. of State – Archives  
Korea – History – Allied occupation, 1945 – 1948 – Sources

Records of the U.S. Department of State relating to the Internal Affairs of Korea, 1950–1954: Department of State Decimal Files 795, 895, 995  
mfm/DS/917.65/R435/1986  
Guide available  
Subjects: United States. Dept. of State – Archives  
Korea (South) – History – 1948 – 1960 -- Sources

Records of the U.S. Department of State relating to Internal Affairs of Korea, 1955–1959: Department of State Decimal Files, 795, 795B, 895, 895B, 995, and 995B  
mfm/DS/917.65/R44/1986  
Guide available
Subjects: Korea – History – 1945 – Sources
Korea (South) – History – 1948 – 1960 -- Sources

Records of the War Department's Operations Division, 1942 - 1945. Series C: Top Secret Files, see United States. War Dept. Operations Division
mfm/HD/6095/R43/1986

Records of the Women's Bureau of the Department of Labour, 1918 – 1965


Guide available

Subjects: United States -- Women's Bureau -- Archives
Women -- Employment -- United States -- History -- 20th century -- Sources

Records of the Worshipful Company of Stationers, 1554 - 1920
mfm/Z/329/S79/1985

Also: The Stationer's Company Archive: An Account of the Records, 1554 - 1984
Z/329/S785/1990
Guide available

Subjects: Publishers and publishing -- England -- Societies, etc.
Publishers and publishing -- England -- Bibliography
Publishers and publishing -- England -- History --Sources
Stationers' Company (London, England)
Paper making and trade -- England -- Societies, etc.
Printing -- England -- Societies, etc.

mfm/HQ1421 R44 2010
Guide for Part 2 On Order (April '12)

Reports and monographs of the Bureau of Applied Social Research
mfe/H/R46
Guide available
Subjects: Social Sciences -- Collected works

Report on Native Newspaper
Mfm/AN/R428
Material is arranged chronologically and a list of newspapers appears at the end of each weekly report
Subjects: India – History – British Occupation, 1765-1947
India – Newspapers

Rhodes House Papers; Material Relating to America From Anti-Slavery Collection in Rhodes House, Oxford
mfm/E/O946
Index to collection can be found on first reel.
Subjects: Slavery in the United States -- Anti-slavery movements
Slavery in the United States -- History -- Sources

mfe/R/35/R598/1518
Guide available
Subjects: Medicine – Societies, etc. – England – History – Sources
Medicine – England – History – Sources

Royal Society (Great Britain). The Early letters and classified Papers, 1660 – 1740: from the Archives of the Royal Society
mfm/Q/127/G4R67/1990
There is no guide to this collection.
Subjects: Royal Society (Great Britain) – Archives
Science – Great Britain – History – 17th century – Sources
Ruskin, John, 1819 – 1900. John Ruskin, the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood and the Arts and Crafts Movement
mfm/PR/5263/A27/1991
Guide available
Subjects: Ruskin, John, 1819 - 1900 -- Correspondence
John Rylands University Library of Manchester -- Literary collections -- Catalogs
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood -- Literary collections -- Microform catalogs
Arts and crafts movement -- Great Britain -- Manuscripts -- Microform catalogs

Russia. Tsentr'nyi Statisticheskii Komitet. Pervaia Usiobshchaia perepis naseleniiia Rossiiskoi imperii, 1897 g.
mfm/HA/R877
Guide available
Subjects: Russia -- Census, 1897

Russian Futurism 1910 - 1916: Poetry, Manifestoes, Journals and Miscellanies
mfe/PG/R875
Guide available
Subjects: Futurism
Russian poetry -- 20th Century

Russian History and Culture: A Microfiche Collection of Scarce Books on 19th and Early 20th Century Russia from the Helsinki University Library
mfe/DK/R835
Guide available
Subjects: Soviet Union -- History -- 19th Century -- Collected works
Soviet Union -- History -- 20th Century -- Collected works

Russian Intelligence Files on Asia
Mfm/UB/251/R887/2006
MICR has: RIA-4 Turkey; RIA-5 Arabia and Syria; RIA – 6 Palestine.
There is no printed guide to this collection. A short guide is available on the publisher’s website.

Subjects: Asia – Politics and government – 19th century – Sources
Asia – Economic conditions – 19th century – Sources
Asia – Foreign relations – Sources
Asia – Military policy – Sources
Asia – Description and travel – Sources
Military intelligence – Russia – History – 19th century

Russian Revolutionary Literature Collection at Houghton Library of Harvard University: Books and Pamphlets Before 1917
mfm/DK/R876

A Descriptive Guide and Key to the Collection on Microfilm
Z/2509/H3
Guide available

Subjects: Underground literature -- Soviet Union Revolutionary literature, Russian
Soviet Union -- Politics and government -- 19th century
Soviet Union -- Politics and government -- 1894 - 1917

S

Sackville-West, V. (Victoria), 1892 – 1962. The Vita Sackville-West and Harold Nicolson Manuscripts, Letters and Diaries: From Sissinghurst Castle, Kent; the Huntington Library, California, and other libraries
mfm/PR/6037/A35Z49/1988
Guide available

Subjects: Nicolson, Harold, 1886 - 1968 -- Correspondence
Nicolson, Harold, 1886 - 1968 -- Manuscripts
Sackville-West, V (Victoria), 1892 - 1962 -- Correspondence
Sackville-West, V (Victoria), 1892 - 1962 -- Manuscripts
Sissinghurst Castle (Kent) -- Archives
Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery -- Archives
The Sadler’s Wells Archives from Finsbury Central Library, see Records of the Great Playhouses

Sammlung Wagenseil
Mfe/Z/997/W3S36/1996
A fiche list of contents can be found at the beginning of the collection. There is also a more complete CD-ROM guide. It is with the Microtext CD collection. This is a complete text collection, not a bibliography.
Subjects: Private libraries – Germany – Catalogs
Haggadot – Texts
Hebrew literature
Hebrew language

Sampurnananda, 1891 – 1969. Dr. Sampurnand Collection
mfm/DS/481/S246S36
A subject index is included on reel one. The material is arranged chronologically.
Subjects: Sampurnananda, 1891 – 1969
India – History – 1919 – 1947 – Source
India – Social Conditions – Sources

Sanger, Margaret, 1879 – 1966. The Margaret Sanger Papers: Documents from the Sophia Smith Collection and College Archives, Smith College
mfm/HQ/764/S3M28/1995
MICR has Series 2, Subseries 1 – 5; Series 3, Subseries 1
The wrong guides were received. Please check UCAT record for rough guide to reels.
Subjects: Sanger, Margaret, 1879 - 1966 -- Archives
Birth control -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Women’s rights -- United States -- History -- 20th century -- Sources

Sapru, Tej Bahadur. Sapru Papers
mfm/DS/S372
There is no index to this collection
Statesmen – India – Biography
Politicians – Biography
India – Politics and government – 1919 – 1947

**Saxony (Germany). Landtag. Landtagsacten**
mfm/DD/801/S31/S38
MICR has 1850 – 1918
Select items by date. There is an index to each reel at the beginning of the reel.
Subjects: Saxony (Germany) -- Politics and government

**Saxony (Germany). Landtag. Mittheilungen uber die Verhandlungen des ordentlichen Landtags im Konigreich Sachsan**
mfm/DD/801/S31/S39
MICR has 1850 – 1918
Select items by date. There is an index to each reel at the beginning of the reel.
Subjects: Saxony (Germany) -- Politics and government

**Scadding, Henry, 1813 – 1901. The Diaries of Henry Scadding; 1833 – 1837, 1844 – 1849, 1866 – 1889**
mfm/F/S324
There is no index for this collection
Subjects: Canada – History – 19th Century – Sources

**Schatz, Albert Collection, see Opera Librettos Printed Before 1800**

**Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793 – 1864. The Papers of Henry Rowe Schoolcraft**
mfm/E/302.6/S36A4/1973
Guide available
Subjects: Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793 - 1864 -- Correspondence
Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793 - 1864 -- Manuscripts
Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, Mrs. -- Correspondence

**Schweiz-Index: Bilddokumentation zur Kunst in der Schweiz. Bildarchiv Foto Marburg**
mfe/N/7141/S45/1995
A place index is located on the first fiche.
Subjects: Art -- Switzerland -- Indexes
Architecture -- Switzerland -- Indexes
Art -- Indexes
Architecture -- Indexes

Scott, Walter, Sir. 1771 – 1832. The Sir Walter Scott Manuscripts from the National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh. Parts One
mfm/PR/5302/1987
MICR only has PT. 1
Guide available
Subjects: Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771 - 1832 -- Bibliography
Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771 - 1832 -- Manuscripts -- Catalogs
Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771 - 1832 -- Correspondence
National Library of Scotland -- Catalogs

Scotland. General Registry Office of Birth, Deaths and Marriages. Seventeenth Century Manuscripts and Pamphlets Relating to the Church of Scotland and Scottish History
mfm/BX/S367
There is no index to this collection, but a general guide can be found in the UTCAT record.
Subjects: Church of Scotland – History – Sources
Manuscripts – Scotland
Scotland – History – 17th century – Sources

Scotland. General Registry Office of Birth, Deaths and Marriages. Seventeenth Century Manuscripts and Pamphlets Relating to the Church of Scotland and Scottish History
mfm/BX/S368
There is no index to this collection, but a general guide can be found in the UTCAT record.
Subjects: Church of Scotland – History – Sources
Manuscripts – Scotland
Scotland – History – 17th century – Sources

Secret police of Hetman Skoropadsy: papers of the Provisional Government of Ukraine
Mfm/DK/508.83/S55S43
Guide available
Selections from China Mainland Magazines
mfm/DS/U537
MICR has: Aug. 1955 – 1957
There is no guide for this collection

Self-help Groups and Health Information in Britain
mfe/RA/776.95/S46
Guide available
Subjects: Self-care, health – Great Britain
Health Resources – Great Britain

Sephardic editions, 1550-1820. Spanish and Portuguese books written and/or published by Sephardic Jews of Early modern Europe
mfe/DS/135/S7S474
Guide available online:
"Collection of 119 titles written or printed by the Iberian Jews in the major centers of the Western Sephardic Diaspora."

Settlement Reports
Mfm/HD/873/S48/1988
A description of the reel contents can be found in the UTCAT record.
Subjects: Land settlement – India
Surveying – India

Sex and Sexuality, 1640 – 1940: Literary, Medical and Sociological Perspectives. Part 1: Sources from the Bodleian Library, Oxford and the Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine, London
mfm/HQ/21/S45/1998
Guide available
Subjects: Sex customs – History – Sources
Sex and Sexuality, 1640 – 1940: Literary, Medical and Sociological Perspectives. Part 2, Romantic Friendships and Lesbian Relationships in Literature and History: Literary, Medical and Sociological Perspectives
mfm/HQ/75.5/S48/2001
Guide available
Subjects: Lesbianism in Literature
Lesbianism – History
Women in Literature
Homosexuality and Literature

Sex and Sexuality, 1640 – 1940: Literary, Medical and Sociological Perspectives. Part 3-4: Erotica, 1659 – 1889, from the Private Case Collection at the British Library, London
mfm/PN/56/L45S49/2003
Guide available
Subjects: Lesbianism in Literature
Lesbianism – History
Women in Literature
Homosexuality and Literature

Sex Research: Early Literature from Statistic to Erotica
mfm/HQ/60/S477
Guide available
Subjects: Sex -- Research -- Sources
Sexual deviation -- Sources
Erotic literature -- Sources

Sexual Politics in Britain. A Bibliographic Guide
mfe/HQ/76.8/G7S49/1977
Guide available. Includes guide to the original collection and updates as the collection is expanded. The UTCAT record lists publications included in the collection.
Subjects: Gay liberation movement -- Great Britain -- Periodicals
Feminism -- Great Britain -- Periodicals
Sex role -- Great Britain -- Periodicals

Sexuality, Sex Education, and Reproductive Rights
mfm/HQ/766/W62/1994
Guide available
Subjects: Voluntary Parenthood League -- Archives
Birth control -- United States -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Women’s rights -- United States -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Abortion -- United States -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Sex instruction -- United States -- History 20th century -- Sources
Women political activists -- United States

Shaftesbury Society and Ragged School Union (London, England). Minutes of the
Ragged School Union and Shaftesbury Society
mfm/LC/4096/G7S53/1980
Guide available
MICR has 1844 - 1944.
Subjects: Socially handicapped children -- Education -- England

Skarvan, Albert, 1869 – 1926. Papers
mfm/DB/S537
Guide available
Subjects: Schmitt, Jen O Henrik, 1851 - 1916
Skarvan, Albert, 1869 - 1926
Matica slovensk'a. Liter’arny arch'i

Slave Trade Journals and Papers
MICR has Pt. 1: The Humphrey Morice Papers from the Bank of England, London
Guide available
Slave trade – England – London – History – 18th century -- Sources
Slave trade – Africa, West – History – 18th century – Sources
Slavery and Anti-Slavery Pamphlets from the Libraries of Salmon P. Chase and John P. Hale
mfm/HT/871/S53/1979
Guide available
Subjects: Chase, Salmon P., 1808 - 1873 -- Archives
Hale, John P., 1806 - 1873 -- Archives
Dartmouth College -- Library -- Archives
Slavery -- Sources
Slavery -- United States -- Sources
Slaves -- Emancipation -- Sources

Slavery: Source Materials and Critical Literature
mfe/E449/S66/1986
Guide available
Subjects: Slavery -- United States -- History -- 19th century -- Sources
Afro-Americans -- History -- To 1863 -- Sources
Antislavery movements -- United States -- History -- Sources

Slavic Judaica Project. Slavic Judaica
mfm/Z/6375/S52/1996
Guide available
Subjects: Jews -- Bibliography -- Microform catalogs
Slavic imprints -- Microform catalogs

mfm/Q/125/S66/1991
Guide available
MICR has: Series 1, Pt. 1 Science and Society, 1660 – 1773; Pt. 2 Voyages of discovery, 1492 – 1750; Pt. 3 Voyages of Discovery; Pt 4 – 5 Alchemy, chemistry and magic
Subjects: Sloane, Hans, Sir, 1660 – 1753 -- Archives
Smith, Goldwin. *Papers at Cornell University, 1844 - 1915*

mfm/CT/S587

Guide available

Subject: [Smith, Goldwin, 1823 - 1910]

---

**The Social and Political Status of Women in Britain**

mfm/PN/4879/S63/1983

Guide available

Subjects: British Library -- Archives

Women's periodicals, British

Women -- Great Britain -- Periodicals

---

**Socialist and Labour Thought in Britain since 1884: Pamphlets and Leaflets of Socialist and Reform Movements**

mfe/HD/8395/S63/1982

The Library has: Parts 1 - 8

Guides to contents are found on the first fiche of each part.

UTCAT record lists dates for parts

Subjects: Independent Labour Party (Great Britain) -- Archives

Working Class -- Great Britain -- History -- 19th century -- Sources

Working Class -- Great Britain -- History -- 20th century -- Sources

Working Class -- Great Britain -- Political Activity -- History -- 19th century -- Sources

Working Class -- Great Britain -- Political Activity -- History -- 20th century -- Sources

Socialism -- Great Britain -- History -- Sources

Great Britain -- Social conditions -- 19th century -- Sources

Great Britain -- Social conditions -- 20th century -- Sources
Added Entries: Pamphlets and Leaflets of Socialist and Reform Movements
Socialist and Labour Thought in Britain since 1884
Pamphlets of Socialist and Reform Movements since 1884
Pamphlets of Social and Reform Movements since 1884

mfm/CD/1218/P37P37/1987
MICR only has Senegal - no. 851 - 1057
Guide available
Subjects: Societe des missions evangéliques de Paris -- Archives -- Catalogs

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts (Great Britain). The Journals, with appendices, A-D, V. 1-50. 1701-1850
mfm/BV/S635
Letter Books, Series A, 1702-1737, V. 1-26
mfm/BV/S636
Letters, Series B, 1701-1786, V. 1-25
mfm/BV/S637
Letters, Series C, V. 1-15
mfm/BV/S638
MICR has a film index for the letters: Index to Letters, Ser. A, B, and C.
mfm/BV/S639
Subjects: Church of England -- Missions
Church of England in Americas -- History -- Sources -- Indexes

mfe/TN/T435
Indexes available at Media Commons - Z6972/S63 and Z6972/S632

Solidarnosc Uncensored Periodical, see Periodical Independent Publications
mfm/HN/388/S65/1989

Guide available

Subjects: Solly, Henry, b. 1813 -- Archives
British Library of Political and Economic Science -- Archives
Social reformers -- Great Britain -- History -- 19th century -- Sources
Great Britain -- Social conditions -- 19th century -- Sources

Sotheby Firm, Auctioneers, London. Catalogues of Sales, 1733 -
mfm/Z/S675

Z/999/S63

Guide available

Subjects: Auctions -- London
Catalogs, Booksellers' -- Great Britain
Books -- Prices
Manuscripts -- Catalogs
Catalogs
Art -- Catalogs
Numismatics -- Catalogs

Source Materials in the Field of Theatre (c. 1568 - 1929)
mfm/PN/U558

Source Material in the Field of Theatre: An Annotated Bibliography and Subject Index to the Microfilm Collection
Z/5781/A585

Guide available

Subjects: Theaters -- Stage -- Setting and scenery
Theater -- History

mfe/E/183.8/S658/1991
Guide available
Subjects: United States -- Foreign relations -- South Africa -- Sources
South Africa -- Foreign relations -- United States -- Sources

Southern Women and their Families in the 19th Century, Papers and Diaries. Series A: Holdings of the Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
mfm/HQ/1438/S63S68/1991

MICR has Pt. 3
Guide available
Subjects: Women -- Southern states -- History -- 19th century -- Sources
Family -- Southern states -- History -- 19th century -- Sources

Soviet Cinema: Film Periodicals, 1918 - 1942
mfm/PN/1993/S58

Title list available at UTL Catalogue Record

mfe/JK/468/I6S68/1995

Guide available
Subjects: United States -- Central Intelligence Agency
Intelligence service -- United States

Spanien - und - Portugal - Index: Bilddokumentation zur Kunst in Spanien und Portugal. Deutsches Dokumentation szentrum f(e)ur Kunstgeschichte, Bildarchiv Foto Marburt
mfe/N/7101/S58/1995

A description of the collection can be found on the first fiche. The collection is arranged geographically.
Subjects: Art -- Spain -- Indexes
Art -- Portugal -- Indexes

The Spanish Civil War Collection
mfm/DP/269/A178/1987

Guide available
Subjects: Spain -- History -- Sources
Spain -- History -- Civil War, 1936 - 1939 -- Sources

**Spanish Drama of the Golden Age: the Comedia Collection in the University of Pennsylvania Libraries**
mfm/PQ/6217/S63/1971

Guide available

There is also a copy of the guide in the Robarts stacks under the call number Z/2694/D7R37

Subjects: Spanish drama – Classical period, 1500 – 1700
Spanish drama – Classical period, 1500 – 1700 – Bibliography

**Stanton, Elizabeth Cady, 1815 – 1902. The Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony**
mfm/Z/6616/S78S84/1991

MICR has Series 1 - 3

Guide available

Subjects: Feminists – United States – Archives
Feminism – United States – History – 19th century – Sources
Women – Suffrage – United States – History – 19th century -- Sources

**State Papers (Foreign) of Edward VI, 1547 - 1553 (SP 68)**
mfm/DA/345/S83/1979

There is no index for this collection

Subjects: Edward VI, King of England, 1537 - 1553 -- Sources
Great Britain -- History -- Edward VI, 1547 - 1553 -- Sources
Great Britain -- Foreign relations -- 1547 - 1558 -- Sources

**State Papers (Foreign) of Mary I, 1553 - 1558 (SP 69)**
mfm/DA/347/S83/1979

There is no index for this collection

Subjects: Great Britain -- History -- Mary I, 1553 - 1558 -- Sources
Great Britain -- Foreign relations -- 1547 - 1557 -- Sources
Stationer’s Company Records, see Records of the Worshipful Company of Stationers

mfm/HC/286.3/S72/1989
Guide available
Subjects: Germany -- Statistisches Reichsam -- Archives
British Library of Political and Economic Science -- Archives
Germany -- Foreign economic relation, 1933 - 1945 -- Sources
Germany -- Foreign relations, 1933 - 1945 -- Sources
Germany -- Commerce -- 20th century -- Sources

The Steinschneider Collection from the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America. A Reel Guide to the Steinschneider Collection
mfm/Z/S746/1970z
Guide available
Subjects: Jews -- History -- Collected works
Science -- History -- Collected works
Hebrew literature -- Bibliography -- Collected works
Jewish literature -- Bibliography -- Collected works
Jewish literature -- History and criticism -- Collected works

Stefansson, Vilhjalmur. The Polar Expedition Diaries of Vilhjalmur Stefansson in the Years 1906 - 1918
mfm/G/635/S7A3/1971
There is no paper index for this collection. A reel guide is available on the first reel and the UTCAT also contains a rough list of contents.
Subjects: Stefansson, Vilhjalmur -- 1879 - 1962 -- Diaries
Stefansson Collection
Canadian Arctic Expedition (1913 - 1918)
Inuit -- Northwest Territories
Arctic Regions -- Discovery and exploration -- Canadian
The Suffragette Fellowship Collection: From the Museum of London
mfm/HQ/1597/S94/1985
Guide available. A rough outline of contents is available in the UCAT record. Reel 1 also contains a list of contents.
Subjects: National Women’s Social and Political Union
Women’s Freedom League
Women’s rights -- Great Britain -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Women -- Suffrage -- Great Britain

Summation… Non-Military Activities in Japan and Korea: General Headquarters, Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers
mfm/DS/889.16/S87
MICR has 1945 – 1948
There is no index for this collection
Subjects: Japan – Economic conditions – 1945 – Periodicals
Japan – History – Allied occupation, 1945 – 1952 – Periodicals
Japan – Social conditions – 1945 – Periodicals
Korea – Economic conditions – 1945 – Periodicals
Korea – History – Allied occupation, 1945-1948 – Periodicals
Korea – Social conditions – 1945 – Periodicals

Summation… United States Army Military Government Activities in Korea: General Headquarters, Commander-in-Chief, United States Army Forces, Pacific
mfm/DS/917.5/S86
MICR has 1946 - 1948
There is no index for this collection
Subjects: Korea – Economic conditions – 1945 – Periodicals
Korea – History – Allied occupation, 1945 – 1948 – Periodicals
Korea – Social conditions – 1945 -- Periodicals

Sussex Record Society, Sussex Record Society Publications
mfe/DA/670/S97S94/1902
Bibliographical references are included with collection
Subjects: Sussex Record Society -- Periodicals
Sussex (England) -- History -- Sources

**Swarthmore College Peace Collection Material**
mfm/JX/S837
Partial list of contents is available on UTCAT record
Subjects: War Resisters' International -- History -- Sources
Conscientious objectors -- History -- Sources
Pacifism -- History -- Sources

**T**

**Talmud. The Talmud editions of D. Bomberg**
mfe/BM/499/1997
Guide available
Subjects: Talmud -- Commentaries -- Early works to 1800

**Tandon, P.D. P. D. Tandon Collections.**
Mfm/DS/481/T238A2
There is no index to this collection at this time.
Subjects: Tandon, P.D.
Journalists – India
Revolutionists – India
India – Politics and government – 20th century

**Testaments to the Holocaust**
mfm/D/804.3/T48
Guide available. A short description is available on the UTCAT record.
MICR has Series 1 - 3
Subjects: Holocaust, Jewish (1939 – 1945) – Sources
Germany – History – 1918 – 1933 – Sources
Germany – History – 1933 – 1945 -- Sources
The Thomason Tracts [A Complete Collection of Books and Pamphlets Begun in the Year 1640, by the Special Command of King Charles -- Brought Together by G. Thomason
mfm/DA/B757

The Thomason Tracts, 1640 - 1661: An Index to the Microfilm Edition of the Thomason Collection of the British Library

Part I: Thomason Tract Index Covering Tracts E1(1) - 669f27(20) In Units 1 - 9, Reels 1 - 256

Part II: Wing Cross Index Covering Tracts E1(1) - 669f27(20) in Units 1 - 9, Reels 1 - 256

DA/410/B7/1981

Catalogue of the Pamphlets, Books, Newspapers, and Manuscripts Relating to the Civil War, the Commonwealth, and Restoration, Collected by George Thomason, 1640 - 1661. Volumes 1 and 2

Z/2018/B85/1977

Guide available

Subjects: English Newspapers

Great Britain -- History -- Civil War, 1642 - 1649 -- Sources

Great Britain -- History -- Commonwealth and Protectorate, 1649 - 1660 -- Sources

Great Britain -- History -- Restoration, 1660- 1688 -- Sources

Three Centuries of Drama
mpt/PN/W45

Three Centuries of English and American Plays: A Checklist

Z/2014/D7B45

Guide available

Subjects: English drama (Collections)

American drama (Collections)

Three Centuries of English and American Plays
mfm/PN/1621/T57/1991

Three Centuries of English and American Plays: A Checklist

Z/2014/D7B45

Guide available

MICR has: 1751 – 1800 – Author letters I through Y; American – Author letters Co – Xe; the entire Larpent collection

Subjects: English drama
American drama

Three Centuries of French Drama, 1600 - 1899
mcd/PQ/1211/T5

A Bibliography of French Plays on Microcards
Z/2174/D7T48
Guide available
Subjects: French drama (Collections)

mfm/D/810/C7T67/1989
Guide available
Subjects: World War, 1939 - 1945 -- Communications -- United States -- Sources
World War, 1939 - 1945 -- Electronic Intelligence -- United States -- Sources
World War, 1939 - 1945 -- United States -- Cryptography -- Sources
Communications, Military

Transactions of the Manchester Statistical Society
mfe/HA/1/T75
MICR has parts 1 and 2.
Guide available
Subjects: Statistics -- Periodicals
Great Britain -- Statistics -- Periodicals
Manchester (England) -- Statistics -- Periodicals
Manchester (England) -- Social conditions -- Periodicals
Added title: Papers of the Manchester Statistical Society

Transdex: JPRS. Documents
mfm/D/T172
MICR has Transdex no. 63778 – 69589; 69640 – 70094; 70190 -70369
Transdex no. 70402+ mfe/D/T172
MICR does not have the JPRS documents for 1970 – 1974. MICR does have the indexes for 1971-1974 in paper. The items may be borrowed through ILL. Printed guides for 1977 and 1983 available. Other indexes are available on fiche under the collection call number.

Subjects: History, Modern -- 20th century – Collected works
World politics -- 20th century -- Collected works
Translations -- Collected works
See also: United States. Joint Publications Research Service for other titles in the series

**Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland). Library. The J.M. Synge Manuscripts from the Library of Trinity College, Dublin**
mfm/PR/5530/A2/1987

No guide has been received. It has been claimed

Subjects: Synge, J.M. (John Millington), 1871 - 1909 -- Manuscripts
Stephens, Edward -- Manuscripts
Manuscripts, English -- Ireland -- Dublin -- Collections
Added Title: Manuscripts of the Irish Literary Renaissance, ser. 3

**U**

**Ukrainian Regional Archives: A Collection of Guides to 38 Archives**
Mfe/CD/2000/U5U57

Guide available

Subjects: Archives – Ukraine
Ukraine – History -- Sources – Bibliography

**Ultra**
mfm/D/810/S7U2/1979

Guide available

Subjects: World War, 1939 - 1945 -- Secret Service -- Sources
World War, 1939 - 1945 -- Secret Service -- Great Britain
World War, 1939 - 1945 -- Secret Service -- Germany

Guide
mfm/JX/U645

Guide available

Subjects: United States -- Foreign relations -- 1945

United States. Consulate (Lima, Peru). Despatches from the United States Consuls in Lima, 1823 - 54
mfm/F/3434/U6U54/1949

There is a register of the items on the first reel. Dates have been marked on all reel boxes. A chronological reel index can also be found on the UTCAT record.

Subjects: United States. Dept. of State -- Archives
National Archives (U.S.) -- Catalogs
Peru -- Politics and government -- 1820 - 1829 -- Sources
Peru -- Politics and government -- 1829 - 1919 -- Sources
Peru -- Foreign relations -- United States -- Sources
United States -- Foreign relations -- Peru -- Sources

United States. Consulate General (Hong Kong). Current Background
mfm/DS/U536

MICR has: June 1950 – 1957

There is no guide to this collection. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.

Subjects: China – History – 1949 – Periodicals

United States. Consulate General (Hong Kong). Survey of China Mainland Press
mfm/DS/U538

MICR has: Nov. 1950 – 1957

There is no guide for this material. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.

Subjects: China – History – 1949 -- Periodicals

United States. Consulate General, Hong Kong. Agricultural Attache's Office.
mfm/HD/U566
Guide available

Subjects: Agriculture -- China
Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- China

mfm/E183.8/K6U54/1949
There is no index for this collection.
Series: FM 167
Subjects: Consular reports – United States
Korea – Commerce – United States – Sources
Korea – Foreign relations – United States – Sources
United States – Commerce – Korea – Sources
United States – Foreign relations – Korea – Sources

United States. Dept. of State. Records of the Department of State: India and Pakistan political affairs and relations, February 1963-1966
mfm/E183.8/I4U66

mfm/DA/566.7/U657/1965
Guide available
Subjects: United States. Dept. of State. -- Archives
Great Britain. -- Politics and government -- 1910 - 1936 -- Sources
Great Britain. -- History -- George V, 1910 - 1936 -- Sources
United States. -- Foreign relations -- Great Britain -- 20th century -- Sources

United States. Dept. of State. Records of the Department of State Relating to Internal Affairs of Korea (Chosen) 1910 - 1929
mfm/DS/916.54/U657
List of documents is available on the UTCAT record
Subjects: Korea -- Politics and government, 1910-1945 -- Sources
Korea -- History -- Japanese occupation, 1910-1945 -- Sources
Korea -- Economic conditions

United States. Embassy (Korea). Despatches from United States Ministers to Korea, 1883 – 1905
mfm/E/183.8/K6U54

There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically.

Series: FM 134
Subjects: United States – Foreign relations – Korea – Sources
Korea – Foreign relations – United States – Sources

mfm/DR/U545

Items are arranged chronologically and each daily report has its own table of contents. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.

MICR has: Aug. 1970 – 1971
Subjects: Europe, Eastern – History – 1945 – Periodicals

mfm/DS/U5394

Items are arranged chronologically and each daily report has its own table of contents. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.

MICR has: Aug. 1970 – 1971
Subjects: China – Periodicals
China – History – Periodicals

mfm/DK/U5564

Items are arranged chronologically and each daily report has its own table of contents. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.

MICR has: Aug. 1970 – 1971
Subjects: Russia – History – 1953 – Periodicals
mfm/K/.U541
There is no index for this collection
Subjects: Law – Europe, Eastern – Digests

mfm/DS/U542
There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.
MICR has: July/Sept. 1962 – July/Aug. 1964
Subjects: Asia

United States. Joint Publications Research Service. China; A collection of translations in the social science emanating from Communist China
mfm/DS/U548
There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.
MICR has 1957 - Aug. 1964
Subjects: China

mfm/DS/U549
The index is available in the Robarts Stacks – China and Asia, call number Z/3001/C38
MICR has: Sept. 1964 – June 1974
Subjects: China
Asia

mfm/DR/U547
There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.
MICR has: 1957 – July 1961
Subjects: Europe, Eastern – History – 1945
United States. Joint Publications Research Service. East Europe: A collection of translations in the social sciences emanating from Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Rumania and Yugoslavia
mfm/DR/U548
The Index is in the Robarts stacks – East Europe; Bibliography-Index to the U.S. JPRS Research Translations – Z/2484/E3
Subjects: Europe, Eastern – History – 1945 –

United States. Joint Publications Research Service. [Indonesia]
mfm/DS/U553
There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.
MICR has: 1957 - 1961
Subjects: Indonesia

mfm/DS/U552
There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.
MICR has: 1958-Nov. 1961
Subjects: Afghanistan

mfm/HX/U548
Includes a bibliography on the reel. There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.
MICR has: 1957 - 1962
Subjects: Communism

mfm/D/U548
MICR has: 1962 – 1970
Guide available, Z/6205/I64. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.
Subjects: World politics – 1955 –

United States. Joint Publications Research Service. Legal abstracts: Czechoslovakia
mfm/K/.U542
There is no index for this collection.
MICR has: Nov. 1957 – July 1959
Subjects: Law – Czechoslovak Republic – Digests

mfm/K/.U546
There is no index for this collection
MICR has: Apr. 1957 –
Subjects: Law – Hungary -- Digests

mfm/DS/U566
There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.
MICR has: 1957- 1961
Subjects: Mongolia

United States. Joint Publications Research Service. North Korea [economic, political and sociological translations emanating from North Korea]
mfm/DS/U558
Includes a bibliography on the reel. There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.
MICR has: 1957 – 1961
Subjects: Korea

mfm/DS/U563
Includes a bibliography on the reel. There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.

MICR has 1957 – 1961

Subjects: Vietnam (Democratic Republic)

mfm/H/U547

MICR has: 1957 – 1963; Reel 1 – 14, Soviet Union; Reel 15 – 20, East Europe; reel 21 – 28, China; Reel 29 – 31, Asia; Reel 32, International developments; Africa, Latin America, Near East and Western Europe

There is no index for this collection

Subjects: Social sciences – Collections

mfm/DR/U55

There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.

MICR has: Feb. 24, 1959 – July 1961

Subjects: Education – Europe, Eastern

Europe, Eastern – Social conditions

mfm/DK/U557

There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.

MICR has: 1959 – 1961

Subjects: Agriculture – Soviet Union

Military art and science

Soviet Union – Armed Forces

Soviet Union – Politics and government – 1953

Soviet Union – Religion

mfm/DK/U558
Includes bibliographies on the reel. There is no index to the collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.

MICR has: July 1962 – June 1967

Subjects: Soviet Union

mfm/DR/U552

There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.

MICR has: 1957 – July 1961

Subjects: Bulgarian newspapers -- Abstracts

mfm/DB/U565

There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.

MICR has: 1957 – July 1961

Subjects: Hungarian newspapers - Abstracts

mfm/DK/U567

There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.

MICR has: 1958 – Aug. 10, 1961

Subjects: Polish newspapers – Abstracts

mfm/DR/U558

There is no index for this collection. Items are arranged chronologically. Items are not listed in the Newspaper and Periodical guide.

MICR has: 1597 – July 1961

Subjects: Romanian newspapers – Abstracts
United States. Office of Strategic Services. O.S.S. State Department Intelligence and Research Reports. Parts 1-14
mfm/D/411/U54/1977
Pt. 1 Japan and its occupied territories during World War II
Pt. 2 Postwar Japan, Korea, and Southeast Asia
Pt. 3 China and India
Pt. 4 Germany and its occupied territories during World War II
Pt. 5 Postwar Europe
Pt. 6 The Soviet Union
Pt. 7 The Middle East
Pt. 8 Japan, Korea, Southeast Asia, and the Far East generally
PT. 9 China and India: 1950 - 1961
Pt. 10 Europe: 1950 - 1961
Pt. 11 The Soviet Union: 1950 - 1961 supplement
Pt. 12 The Middle East: 1950 - 1961 supplement
Pt. 13 Africa: 1941 - 1961
Pt. 14 Latin America: 1941 - 1961
Guides available. Guide for PT. 3 - China and India and PT. 3, Reel 6 was not rec'd.
Subjects: History, Modern -- 20th century -- Sources
Espionage -- United States -- Sources
World War, 1939 - 1949 - Sources

mfm/E/835/U664/1980
Guide available. The guide is in the same booklet as mfm/E/835/D85A4/1980
Subjects: Eisenhower, Dwight D, 1890 - 1969
Cabinet officers -- United States
United States -- Politics and government -- 1953 - 1961 -- Sources
United States. War Dept. Military Intelligence Division. Correspondence of the Military Intelligence Division Relating to General, Political, Economic, and Military Conditions in China 1918 – 1941
mfm/DS/701/C79/1986

There is no index for this collection
Subjects: China – Economic conditions – 1912 – 1949 – Sources
China – History – 20th century – Sources
China – Politics and government – 1912 – 1949 – Sources

mfm/D/769.25/U558/1991

Guides available
Subject: World War, 1939 - 1945 -- Campaigns -- Sources
World War, 1939 - 1945 -- United States -- Sources

mfe/DS/557.7/U52/1983

Guide available
MICR has Pt. 4 Vietnam, U.S. Army Senior Officer Debriefing Reports
United States – Armed Forces – Vietnam -- Sources

The U.S. Intelligence Community: Organization, Operations and Management, 1947 - 1989
mfe/JK/468/I6U65/1990

Guide available
Subjects: Intelligence service -- United States -- History -- Sources

U.S. Military Intelligence reports. Italy 1918 - 1941
mfm/DG/571/A2U259/1985

Guide available
Subjects: United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- Microform catalogs
Italy -- History, Military -- Sources
Italy -- Politics and government -- 1914 - 1945 -- Sources

**U.S. Political Relations with Korea, 1955 – 1959**
mfm/DS/917.65/U54
Guide available
Subjects: Korea -- Foreign relations -- United States -- Sources
Korea -- History -- 1945 -- Sources
United States -- Foreign relations -- 1953 -- 1961 -- Sources

**V**

**Van Marum, Martinus, 1750 – 1830. Van Marum Collection: Manuscripts of Essays, Lecture notes, Diaries**
mfe/Q/V352
There is no guide to this collection.
Subjects: Scientists -- Correspondence, reminiscences, etc.

**The Vauxhall Gardens Archive**
mfe/PN/2596/L7V388/1991
Blue guide cards are located with the collection.
Subjects: Minet, William, 1851 -- Archives
Lambeth (London, England) -- Council -- Lambeth Archives Dept. -- Archives
Astley’s Amphitheatre (London, Eng.) -- History -- Sources
Bower Saloon (London, Eng.) -- History -- Sources
Surrey Theatre (London, Eng.) -- History -- Sources
Old Vic Theatre (London, Eng.) -- History -- Sources
Canterbury Music Hall (London, Eng.) -- History -- Sources
Crystal Palace (Syndenham, London, Eng.) -- History -- Sources
Theatre -- England -- London -- History -- Sources
Playbills -- England -- London
Songbooks, English
Popular music -- England -- London
Music halls (Variety theaters, cabarets, etc.) -- England -- London -- History -- Sources
London (England) -- Social life and customs -- 18th century -- Sources
London (England) Social life and customs -- 19th century -- Sources
Vauxhall Gardens (London, England) -- History -- Sources

Venetian Opera Libretti: A Microfilm of Raccolta De'Drammi, A Collection of 1,286
Opera Libretti Held by the University of California, Los Angeles
mfm/ML/48/V35/1993
Alm, Irene. Catalog of Venetian Librettos at the University of California Press
Guide available. The reel list is attached to the end papers at the front of the Catalogue
Subjects: Operas -- 17th century -- Librettos
Operas -- 18th century -- Librettos
Added Entry: Raccolta De'Drammi

Very Rare Book Collection of the Jewish Theological Seminary. A Guide to the Microfilm
of Collection of Rare Books
mfm/BM/V478/1973
Guide available
Subjects: Judaism -- Liturgy -- Collected Works

The Victoria History of the Counties of England
mfe/DA/670/A1V53/1978
The collection is arranged alphabetically by county. Indexes are located at the end of each county unit.
Subjects: Great Britain -- History
Great Britain -- Description and Travel -- 1901 - 1945

Victoria, Queen of Great Britain, 1819 – 1901. The Papers of Queen Victoria on Foreign
Affairs: Files from the Royal Archives, Windsor Castle
mfm/DA/550/V52/1990
Pt.1 Russia and Eastern Europe, 1846 – 1900. Guide available
Pt. 2 Germany and Central Europe, 1841 - 1900 (reels 30, 31 not rec'd). Guide available
Pt. 3 Italy, 1847 – 1900. Guide available
Pt. 4 Portugal and Spain, 1841 - 1900 (reels 3, 6 not rec'd). Guide available
Pt. 5 France and Belgium, 1848 – 1900. Guide available

Subjects: Great Britain -- Foreign relations -- 1837 - 1901 -- Sources -- Manuscripts -- Microform catalogs

*Voices from Wartime France, 1939 – 45: Clandestine resistance and Vichy newspapers, from the British Library Newspaper Library at Colindale, London*
mfm/DC/397/V65

Guide available. A list of holdings can also be found in Newspapers in Microtext guide.

Subjects: French Newspapers – Microform catalogs
France – History – German occupation, 1940 - 1945

W

*The W. A. Henderson Scrapbooks, 1899 – 1911, see The Abbey Theatre and Cultural Life*

*Watt, James. The Papers of James Watt, see Industrial Revolution, A Documentary History*

*Webb, Beatrice Potter, 1858 – 1943. Diary of Beatrice Webb: Holograph; Typescript*
mfe/HX/W422/1978 and mfe/HX/W423/1978

*Index to the Diary of Beatrice Webb, 1873 - 1943*

Guide available

Subjects: [Webb, Beatrice, 1873 - 1943]

*Westminster City Libraries. The Westminster Parish Examinations, 1708 - 1835 from the Westminster City Libraries*
mfm/HC/258/L6W47/1986

Guide available. An index of the collection also appears on the first reel.

Subjects: Westminster City Libraries -- Records
Working class -- England -- London -- 18th century -- History -- Sources
Working class -- England -- London -- 19th century -- History -- Sources
Urban-rural migration -- England -- London -- 18th century -- History -- Sources
Urban-rural migration -- England -- London -- 19th century -- History -- Sources
Where We Stand: Peace and Social Concerns, Statements by the Mennonites and Brethren in Christ Church. Where We Stand: An Index to Statements by Mennonites and Brethren in Christ in Canada, 1787 - 1982
BX/8128/P4W53/1986

Guide available

Subjects: Conference of Mennonites in Canada -- Doctrines
Brethren in Christ Church -- Doctrines
Peace -- Religious aspects -- Conference of Mennonites in Canada
Peace -- Religious aspects -- Brethern in Christ Church

Widerstand als “Hochverrat” 1933 - 1945
mfe/KK/73/W43/1994

Index can be found on first 3 fiche.

Subjects: Germany -- Volkgerichtshof
Trials (Treason) -- Germany
Trials (Political crimes and offenses) -- Germany
Justice, Administration of -- Germany
Criminal justice, Administration of -- Germany
Subversive activities -- Germany
Germany -- History -- 1933 - 1945

Wilberforce: Slavery, Religion and Politics
mfm/DA/522/W6W65/1999

MICR has: Series 1: The Wilberforce Papers from the Bodleian Library, Oxford, Pt’s 1-3; Series 2: Papers of William Wilberforce (1759 – 1833) and related Slavery and Anti-Slavery Materials from Wilberforce House, Hull. Guides available

Subjects: Wilberforce, William, 1759 – 1833
Wilberforce, Robert Isaac, 1802 – 1857
Slave trade – History – Sources
Great Britain – Politics and government – 18th century – Sources
Great Britain – Politics and government – 19th century – Sources

Wiener Archives, see Testaments to the Holocaust

William Morris Literary Manuscripts from the British Library in London, see Morris, William

William Strahan (Firm). The Strahan Archive from the British Library, London
mfm/Z/151.4/W55/1989
Guide available
Subjects: Printing – Great Britain – History – 18th century – Sources
Printing – Great Britain – History – 19th century – Sources
Publishers and publishing – Great Britain – History – 18th century – sources
Publishers and publishing – Great Britain – History – 19th century – Sources

mfm/B/W577
Guide available
Subjects: Wittgenstein, Ludwig, 1869 - 1951

Wisconsin/Warner Bros. Screenplay Series
Mfm/PN/1997/A1W5736
Guides available
Shooting scripts produced by Warner Bros. 1930 – 1950

Women Advising Women
Pt. 1 mfm/PN/4701/W66/1992
MICR has: Pt. 1, Early Women’s Journals, c1700 – 1832, from the Bodleian Library, Oxford
Pt. 2, Advice Books, Manuals, Almanacs, and Journals, c1625 – 1837 from the Bodleian Library, Oxford
Pt. 3 and 4, The Lady’s Magazine 1770 – 1832
Pt. 5, Women’s Writing and Advice, c1450 – 1720 from the Bodleian Library, Oxford
Pt. 6, Household management, domestic economy, c1600-1800

Pt. 7, Sources from the Women’s Library at London Metropolitan University
Guide for Parts 1 -4 available. Guide at the beginning of each reel for Parts 5 –7

Subjects: Bodleian Library -- Archives
Women’s Periodicals, English

Added Entry: Early women’s journals, c1700 - 1832 from the Bodleian Library, Oxford

**Women and/in Health**
mfm/RA/564.85/W439/1974
Guide available

Subjects: Women – Health and hygiene – Sources
Women – Mental health – Sources
Women – Psychology – Sources

**Women and Law**
mfm/KF/478/A5W65
Guide available

Subjects: Women’s History Research Centre – Archives
Feminism – United States – Sources
Women – Legal status, laws, etc. – United States – Sources
Sex and law – United States -- Sources

**Women and Medicine: Remedy books, 1533 – 1865: from the Wellcome Library for the History and Understand of Medicine, London**
mfm/RS/131.28/W66/2004
Guide available

Subjects: Medicine – History – 15th-18th centuries
English literature – Early modern, 1500 – 1700
English literature – Early modern – History and criticism – Sources
Women in medicine
Medicine – England – Formulae, receipts, prescriptions – Early works to 1800
Women and the Social Control of their Bodies
mfm/HQ/763.6/G7W65/1988

MICR has Series one: Journals and Papers of the Birth Control Movement. Guide available

Subjects: Malthusian League -- Periodicals
Eugenics Society (London, England) -- Periodicals
Women’s rights -- Great Britain -- History -- Sources
Women’s rights -- Great Britain -- Periodicals
Pro-choice movement -- Great Britain -- History -- Sources
Pro-choice movement -- Great Britain -- Periodicals
Eugenics -- Great Britain -- Periodicals
Birth Control -- Great Britain -- Periodicals
Journals and papers of the birth control movement

Women and Victorian Values, 1837 – 1910: Advice books, Manuals and Journals for Women
Mfm/HQ/1593/W564/1996

MICR has Pt's 1 – 7

Guides available

A general list of contents can be found on U of T catalogue record.

Subjects: Women – Great Britain – Social conditions – History – 20th century
Women – Great Britain – Conduct of life – History – 19th century
Women – Great Britain – Social conditions – History – 19th century

The Women at Work Collection from the Imperial War Museum, London
mfm/D/639/W7W65/1984

Guide available

Subjects: Imperial War Museum (Great Britain) -- Archives
World War, 1914 - 1918 -- Women -- Great Britain -- Archives
World War, 1914 - 1918 -- Participation, Females -- Sources
Women -- Great Britain -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Women -- Employment -- Great Britain -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Women, Emancipation and Literature: The Papers of Harriet Martineau, 1802 - 1876
from Birmingham University Library
mfm/PR/4984/M5W65/1991
Guide available
Subjects: Martineau, Harriet, 1802 - 1876
University of Birmingham -- Library -- Archives
Women social reformers -- Great Britain -- 19th century -- Sources
Abolitionist -- Great Britain -- 19th century -- Sources
Feminists -- Great Britain -- 19th century -- Sources

Women’s Autobiographies from Cambridge University Library
mfm/CT/3320/W65/2004
MICR has: Part 1: Rare printed autobiographies covering 32 women’s lives, 1713 – 1859; Part 2: Rare printed autobiographies covering 19 women’s lives, 1780 – 1889.
Guide available. There is also a reel guide to the women included on the UTCAT record.
Subjects: Women -- Biography

Women’s History Research Center. Herstory
mfm/HQ/1426/W665/1974
Guide available
Subjects: Women's History Library -- Archives
Women -- Periodicals -- Sources
Feminism -- Periodicals -- Sources

Women’s Journals, 1919 – 1968: From Franchise to Feminism
mfm/Z/6944/W6W66/1997
MICR has Part 1, Eve, 1919-1929
Subjects: Women’s periodicals – Catalogs

Women’s Labour League (Great Britain). Archives of the Women’s Labour League and Successors
mfe/JN/1129/L3W65/1985
Guide available
Subjects: Women’s Labour League (Great Britain) -- History -- Sources -- Microform catalogs
Women’s Labour League (Great Britain) -- Archives -- Microform catalogs
Labour Party (Great Britain) -- History -- Sources -- Microform catalogs
Political Parties -- Great Britain -- Periodicals -- Microform catalogs

**Women’s Language and Experience, 1500 - 1940: Women’s Diaries and Related Sources**
mfm/HQ/1593/W5795/1994
MICR has Pt. 1, Sources from the Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire County Records Offices.
Pt. 2 Sources form Birmingham Central Library and Birmingham University Library
Pt. 3, Sources from Suffolk County Record Office and Cambridge University Library
Pt 4 & 5, Women’s Diaries and Related Sources
Pt. 6, Sources from Wiltshire, Somerset, and Hampshire Record Office.
MICR has guides for parts 1- 5. Indexes to Pt 6 can be found at the beginning of each reel.
Subjects: Women -- Great Britain -- Diaries
Women -- Great Britain -- History -- Sources
Women -- Great Britain -- Biography
Women -- Great Britain -- Archives
Manuscripts, English -- Great Britain

**The Women's Movement in Cuba, 1898 - 1958: The Stoner Collection on Cuban Feminism**
mfm/HQ/1236.5/C9W66/1989
Guide available
Subjects: Feminism -- Cuba -- History -- Sources
Women's rights -- Cuba -- History -- Sources
Women -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- Cuba -- History -- Sources

**Women's Rights Pamphlets, 1814 – 1912, see Cornell University Collection, Women's Rights Pamphlets, 1814 - 1912**

**Women’s Suffrage and Government Control, 1906 – 1922: Papers from the Cabinet, Home Office and Metropolitan Police files in the Public Record Office (CAB 41, HO 45, HO 144, MEPO 2 & MEPO 3)**
mfm/JN/979/W64/2000
Guide available

Subjects: Women – Suffrage – Great Britain – History – Sources
Women – Suffrage – Government policy – Sources
Women’s rights – Great Britain – History – 20th century – Sources
Great Britain – Public Record Office
Great Britain – Home Office
Great Britain – Cabinet Office
Great Britain – Metropolitan Police Office

Women’s Suffrage Collection from Manchester Central Library
mfm/JN/979/W653/1995

Guide available
Subjects: Becker, Lydia, 1827 - 1890 -- Archives
Fawcett, Millicent Garrett, Dame, 1847 - 1929 -- Archives
Ashton, Margaret -- Archives
Manchester Central Library -- Archives
Manchester Society for Women’s Suffrage -- History -- Sources
North of England Society for Women’s Suffrage -- History -- Sources
Women -- Suffrage -- Great Britain -- History -- 19th century -- Sources
Women -- Suffrage -- Great Britain -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Women -- Suffrage -- England -- Manchester -- History -- 19th century -- Sources
Women -- Suffrage -- England -- Manchester -- History -- 20th century -- Sources
Women’s rights -- Great Britain -- History -- 19th century -- Sources
Suffragists -- Great Britain -- Archives


Woolf, Virginia. The Virginia Woolf Manuscripts from the Monk House Papers at the University of Sussex
mfm/PR/6045/O72A6/1985

Each reel has a contents list at the beginning.
Subjects: Woolf, Virginia, 1882 - 1941 -- Manuscripts
Woolf, Leonard, 1880 - 1969 -- Manuscripts

World War II Documents: Postcards Home: Postcards of Ukrainian forced labor. Workers from Nazi Germany
Mfm/DK/508.9/K57W67
Guide available

Y

Yad Vashem Archives and Yad Vashem Archives of the Destruction, see Archives of the Destruction

Yugoslavia: Peoples, States and Society: socio-political and Historical Pamphlets of the 19th and 20th Centuries from the Collection of the UCLA Library
mfm/Z/2956/Z84/1996
MICR has: Reels 6 – 17; 70 – 79; 102 – 103. Guide available, Call number Z/2956/C65/1996x
Subjects: Yugoslavia – History – Sources
Yugoslavia – Politics and government – Sources

Z

Zemstvo Statistics Russia C. 1870 - 1917
mfe/JS/6058/Z47/1988
Guide available
Subjects: Local government -- Ukraine -- Statistics
Local government -- Russian S.F.S.R. -- Statistics
Local government -- Byelorussian S.S.R. - Statistics
Soviet Union -- Administrative and political divisions -- History
Soviet Union -- Politics and government -- 19th Century
Soviet Union -- Politics and government -- 20th Century